
Submission 
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Permission 
to publish  

1 Architectural Community Y 

2 Architectural Community Y 

3 General Public Y 

4 General Public  

5 General Public  

6 General Public  

7 Descendant Y 

8 General Public Dept. only 

9 Veterans Community Y 

10 General Public  

11 General Public Y 

12 General Public Y 

13 Descendant Y 

14 Descendant  

15 General Public Y 

16 General Public  

17 General Public  

18 General Public Y 

19 General Public Y 

20 Descendant Y 

21 Descendant  

22 General Public  

23 General Public  

24 Descendant Y 

25 General Public Y 

26 General Public  

27 Descendant Dept. only 

28 General Public  

29 General Public Y 

30 General Public  

31 General Public Y 

Submission 
Number 

Submission Categories 
Permission 
to publish  

32 General Public  

33 Architectural Community  

34 Architectural Community Y 

35 Veterans Community Y 

36 Community Interest Groups Y 

37 General Public  

38 General Public Y 

39 General Public  

40 General Public Y 

41 Veterans Community  

42 Community Interest Groups Y 

43 General Public Y 

44 Descendant Y 

45 Veterans Community Y 

46 General Public  

47 General Public  

48 General Public Y 

49 General Public  

50 General Public  

51 General Public  

52 General Public  

53 General Public  

54 General Public  

55 General Public  

56 General Public Y 

57 General Public Y 

58 General Public Y 

59 General Public Y 

60 General Public Y 

61 General Public Y 

62 General Public Y 

Submission 
Number 

Submission Categories 
Permission 
to publish  

63 General Public  

64 General Public Y 

65 Descendant Y 

66 General Public Y 

67 General Public  

68 General Public  

69 Descendant Y 

70 General Public Y 

71 Community Interest Groups Y 

72 Veterans Community Dept. only 

73 General Public Y 

74 General Public Y 

75 Descendant Y 

76 General Public  

77 Veterans Community Y 

78 General Public Y 

79 General Public  

80 General Public Y 

81 Veterans Community Y 

82 Veterans Community Y 

83 General Public  

84 Descendant  

85 General Public  

86 General Public Y 

87 Veterans Community Y 

88 Veterans Community Y 

89 Veterans Community Y 

90 General Public  

91 General Public Y 

92 Veterans Community  

93 Veterans Community Y 

Submission 
Number 

Submission Categories 
Permission 
to publish  

94 Veterans Community  

95 Veterans Community Dept. only 

96 Veterans Community  

97 General Public Y 

98 Veterans Community Y 

99 General Public  

100 Veterans Community  

101 General Public Y 

102 General Public Y 

103 Architectural Community Y 

104 Veterans Community Y 

105 Veterans Community Y 

106 Veterans Community Y 

107 Descendant Y 

108 Veterans Community Y 

109 Veterans Community  

110 Veterans Community Y 

111 General Public Y 

112 General Public  

113 Veterans Community Y 

114 Descendant Y 

115 Veterans Community Y 

116 Veterans Community  

117 General Public Y 

118 General Public Y 

119 General Public Y 

120 veterans Community Dept. only 

121 General Public Y 

122 Veterans Community  

123 General Public  

124 Veterans Community Y 
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to publish  

125 Architectural Community Y 

126 Veterans Community  

127 Community Interest Groups Y 

128 General Public Y 

129 Veterans Community  

130 Veterans Community Y 

131 Veterans Community Y 

132 Veterans Community  

133 Veterans Community  

134 Veterans Community Y 

135 Descendant Dept. only 

136 General Public  

137 Architectural Community Y 

138 Architectural Community  

139 Descendant Y 

140 Veterans Community Y 

141 Veterans Community  

142 General Public Y 

143 Community Interest Groups Y 

144 Community Interest Groups Y 

145 General Public Dept. only 

146 Veterans Community Y 

147 Descendant Y 

148 General Public Y 

149 General Public Y 

150 General Public Y 

151 Architectural Community  

152 Government Y 

153 Architectural Community Y 

154 General Public  

155 Veterans Community Y 

Submission 
Number 

Submission Categories 
Permission 
to publish  

156 General Public  

157 Descendant Y 

158 
Contemporary Defence 
Family 

Y 

159 
Contemporary Defence 
Family 

 

160 Veterans Community Dept. only 

161 Descendant  

162 General Public  

163 General Public  

164 General Public  

165 Government Dept. only 

166 Veterans Community Y 

167 General Public  

 























 

Submission to oppose the $500m expansion of the Australian War Memorial in Canberra 

 

A war memorial is a place for reflection on human lives lost in combat. 

It is not 

a museum of artefacts of war: guns, tanks, helicopters, planes and missiles. 

nor  

a celebration of technological changes to facilitate the attack and killing of other humans. 

 

If the Memorial Board wish to help veterans and provide a ‘therapeutic milieu’ then they should 

leave the space as it was originally designed, uncluttered and open for whatever memories may 

surface, rather than provoking reaction thorough an increased display of these objects. 

 

The existing Heritage-listed building needs no further embellishment.  

It should not become a monument with the implications of glory and celebration of battle.  

 

Its setting and outlook across Lake Burley Griffin are in themselves an inspiration for quiet reflection.  

This is what a memorial is.  

Please Remember 

 

Virginia Macleod Sydney NSW     6 July 2020 
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Elizabeth Evatt AC 
unit 2003 The Horizon 

184 Forbes St  Darlinghurst  NSW 2010  Australia 
eevatt@bigpond.net.au 

 
 

 
6 July 2020 

 
 
 
 
Australian  War Memorial Development Project Team 
GPO Box 345 
Canberra ACT 2601 
 
 
 
 

Submission  on the  AWM Development Project 
 
Like many Australians I have family members from earlier generations whose lives and 
service are commemorated at the AWM.  I have visited the AWM a number of times. I have 
visited family graves in French war cemeteries, and I was proud to be a passenger on the 
Qantas flight which brought the unknown soldier home to Australia.  
 
I am making this submission as I am concerned that the proposed development will 
undermine the purpose of the AWM as I see it, namely to honour and commemorate the 
service of so many Australian men and women.  The focus of the AWM should, in my view, 
remain with those people who have served our country and not on the weapons and 
machinery of war. In that regard, I was dismayed to see so much of the proposed additions to 
the AWM being assigned to the paraphernalia of the military. 
 
I am extremely concerned about the size of the proposed expansion, which will detract from 
the essence of the AWM as a memorial.  Another concern is that it will result in the 
demolition of the ANZAC Hall which was a carefully designed addition completed not so 
long ago. To destroy it is nothing short of vandalism.  
 
I hope that the project will be reconsidered; the AWM should not become just a museum of 
war. 
 
There are many who have called for better support for veterans suffering from mental illness. 
As long as resources are not allocated to provide effective support for veterans, it would be 
wrong to allocate resources to carry out an unnecessary expansion of the AWM. 
 
 
Thank you for receiving this submission, 
 

 
 
Elizabeth Evatt AC 
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VIETNAM VETERANS’ FEDERATION 
8 Mary Street Granville   PO Box 170 GRANVILLE NSW 2142, 

Phone (02) 9682 1788 Fax (02) 9682 6134 
Incorporating 

Vietnam Veterans Peacekeepers and Peacemakers Association NSW Branch 
Vietnam Veterans Federation Queensland Branch 

Vietnam Veterans Federation ACT Branch 
Vietnam Veterans Federation Victorian Branch 

Vietnam Veterans Federation South Australian Branch 
Vietnam Peacekeepers Peacemakers Federation of Tasmania 

Vietnam Veterans, Peacekeepers and Peacemakers Federation of Australia WA 
Branch 

 

Australian War Memorial Development Project Team 

GPO Box 345 

Canberra ACT 2601 

AUSTRALIA 

9 July 2020 

 

Dear Project Team, 

 

Thank you for inviting us to comment on the project. 

The Vietnam Veterans Federation of Australian strongly supports the Australian War 

Memorial’s goal of better acknowledging the service of contemporary veterans.  

Lacking architectural expertise, however, the Federation makes no judgement on alternative 

proposals. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Bill Roberts OAM 

National President 
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Australian War Memorial Development Team 

E = development@awm.gov.au 
 

AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

 

The basic goal of the Walter Burley Griffin Society (WBGS) is for Canberra to fulfil its potential to be 

a great capital city.   Our principal objectives are: 

 To commemorate and promote a better understanding of the lives, ideals, vision and works of 

the Griffins 

 To promote the preservation and conservation of landscape designs, buildings or other works 

designed by the Griffins. 

 

In response to the advertisement of 3 July, this submission to the AWM Development Project Team 

under the EPBC Act comprises three main heritage issues: 

1. The architecture and setting of the Memorial building 

2. Griffin’s Land Axis and the Parliament House Vista 

3. Anzac Parade. 

 

The building 

The splendid heritage Crust/Sodersteen external design is manifestly degraded and spoiled by the 

proposed east and west access infrastructure, detracting from the pylons and stairs and original entrance, 

and the modest, noble shape of the iconic War Memorial.  From the celebrated southerly viewpoint 

there now intrudes a wall, the width of the building.  The enlargement of Anzac Hall also adversely 

affects the harmonious composition of the building in the landscape setting, which will be overpowering 

from the back of the building. 

 

It is unreasonable to pack all of the records, artifacts and displays in one building.  The Smithsonian in 

Washington has eleven museums and galleries.  Canberra has storage places and Australian National 

Archives has an accessible annex at Mitchell. 

 

Bigger is not better, certainly where the special purposes of memorial and museum are to be well served.  

In fact, the inflation of the building could be counter-productive with respect to community perceptions 

that Canberra looks too militaristic.    Canberra persistently develops as a ‘sheep in wolf’s clothing’ 

with its widespread plethora and imbalance of war monuments and artifacts.   The AWM should occupy 

a rightful and appropriate, not inordinate, place in the band of national cultural institutions. 

 

This expansion project seems to be shifting the purpose of the building back towards a militarist, 

narrow sense of war and Anzac without its social and identity significance.  Australia has other major 

sources of history, identity and achievements, conversely including engagement in peace and conflict 

resolution initiatives and movements, scholarship, institutions and ideals, equally as enduring and 

connected with the experiences of wars.   

 

Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahony Griffin as pacifists 

The Preliminary documentation and the Heritage Impact Statement in particular (see p 42) recognise 

the special association and enduring relevance of Walter and Marion to the development of the National 

Capital: the Central National Area, landscape and spatial design, vision, vistas and a city designed as, 

                      8 Leake Place 

                    CURTIN  ACT 2605 

                   MOB = 0450 699 102 

E: peter.graves.curtin@gmail.com 

              July 2020 
Canberra Chapter 
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and evolving organically, as an expression of democracy, art, national ethos and the natural 

environment.  They lived in Australia from 1912 to 1935 and left a rich legacy.  Earlier in Chicago and 

intensively and prominently in Melbourne and Sydney they were involved with business, professional 

and community development, with particular interests in the natural environment and philosophy. 

 

It is entirely relevant to mention that Walter and Marion (more strongly) were pacifists and to assert 

that a rounded understanding of the Griffins offers additional potential legacy of values and historical 

associations.  Writing in 1915 about the war, Walter said ’freedom and equality are more important than 

engaging in war, productivity or efficiency.’  The peace movement is strong in Australia and New 

Zealand and was prominent in the Gallipoli Centenary events. 

 

In The Symbolic Role of the National Capital (2003) David Headon relates how Australians have 

worked to develop their national capital as representative and commemorative of the nation’s rich 

history.  He gives (at p 87) an account of the official opening of the Australian War memorial in 

November 1941, when Governor General Gowrie and Prime Minister Curtin shared the view that a 

prime motivation of the AWM was ‘… to be a reminder for future generations of the brutality and utter 

futility of modern war …’ 

 

Peace monuments, memorials and collections are scarce in Canberra.   The proposed AWM expansion 

creates more distorted historical and cultural symbolism for the nation’s capital. 

 

Griffin’s Land Axis and the Parliament House Vista 

The Heritage Impact Statement in the Preliminary Documentation pays ample respect to Griffin’s 

planning design, ideals, values, vision and street layout of the National Capital.   The heritage 

significance of the Land Axis embraces its central function in aligning buildings, national symbols, 

vistas, open spaces and Griffin’s geometry of axes, radials, avenues and boulevards.  The Parliament 

House Vista emphasises the drama of its sector, including the AWM and Anzac Parade, but is limited 

otherwise to the National Triangle and Parliamentary Zone.  The properties of the Land Axis extend to 

the inner hills and distant mountains beyond Parliament House. 

 

One paramount vista appears to be omitted from the Preliminary documentation:  the iconic vista and 

visual democratic exchange, southwards from the foyer inside the present entrance, parapet or steps 

outside the building over Parade, Lake, southside government and cultural buildings, Parliament House 

and beyond to the hills and far border mountains.  Can we be reassured that this great vista will not 

be impeded by interior works or changes? 

 

Anzac Parade 

The Development Project incorporates changes to the forecourt of the building to provide more formal 

and aesthetic lines and a narrowing of the terminal area of Anzac Parade itself.  The proposed changes 

would cause immense damage to Griffin’s Land Axis, comparable with the most egregious departures 

from his Plan over the past century. 

 

Professor Ken Taylor wrote in the magazine of the National Trust (ACT) Heritage in Trust (Spring 

1999 p 4) that Anzac Parade is ‘one of the great landscape axes of the world.’  It was an integral part of 

the Land Axis and of his ‘ideal city.’  He called it Prospect Parkway and its inspiration derived from 

his reading of Scrivener’s contour map and from Frederick Law Olmsted’s Midway Plaisance at the 

World’s Columbian Exhibition in Chicago in 1893.  It was not designed as a formal avenue but an 

attractive promenade 200 metres wide and 1.5 kilometres long with shade trees, gardens and generous 

open space, bordered by stands of Victorian Bluegums planted eventually by Charles Weston, 

picturesque but still defining the Land Axis.  

 

In 1928 it was renamed Anzac Park and in 1965 ‘Parade’ replaced ‘Park’ for the 50th anniversary of 

Gallipoli. Photos of the time show walkways, shrubbery, varied plantings in a lace-like pattern and 

Weston’s evergreen theme straights and curves of gums, which circumscribed a series of spaces.  Griffin 

intended the park to be the heart of a prime residential district, areas of terraced and medium density 

housing in what is now Reid, Braddon and Campbell and high-density mixed use activities along his 
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Capital Terrace (Constitution or ‘Municipal’ Avenue).  In 1964 the NCDC replaced the park and trees 

with the existing border of Tasmanian Bluegums, sparse planter boxes and the red gravel Parade.  

 

In his premiated Plan Griffin also envisaged an arts, culture, sports and recreational (galleries, arts, 

museums, theatre and opera house, baths and place of assembly) precinct at the southern end of Prospect 

Parkway, as well as the ‘casino’ (pleasure garden, cafes, bars, social diversions, music) at the northern 

end (Griffin endorsed the location there of the AWM in 1924).   

 

It would seem that aspects of Griffin’s Plan are now coming to pass, with the build up of higher density 

housing and recreational activities in nearby areas, placing a premium on more parkland and open space.   

The present Anzac Parade should become more parkland and arts, recreational precinct and less 

transport thoroughfare.    It is rarely used for commemorative purposes and has been under increasing 

restrictions by the AWM.  Another section of red gravel Parade is further south on the Lake foreshore 

at Gallipoli Reach. 

 

Dedication of the whole 1.5 kilometres of parade ground to military service is a glaring case of ascribing 

too much about war in Australia’s national culture.   Griffin never wanted the area to be over-burdened 

by the memory of war. 

 

There was a disturbing and regrettable incident in October 2018 when the National Capital Authority 

refused permission for the Medical Association for the Prevention of War to hold a Gathering for Peace 

in Anzac Parade on Remembrance Day 11 November to stand in silent commemoration for the victims 

of war, including those who did not fight.  The official reason given was ‘Anzac Parade is reserved 

exclusively for the 2018 Remembrance Day Commemorations.’ 

Anzac Parade is Heritage listed and the Management Plan/conservation policy requires it to: 

 be retained as a ceremonial approach to the AWM 

 memorials on the right and left sides only 

 maintain the eucalypts 

 protect for cultural and aesthetic significance. 

 

At a presentation in August 2018 to raise funds for The Diggers’ Requiem project, AWM resident 

composer Chris Latham said: ‘The Diggers’ Requiem’ revisits the dichotomy of war and the arts 

(recognised at the time of the Great War) in an attempt to return to the spirit of the Griffins’ plans in 

order to enable catharsis and healing. And to empower movements towards achieving a lasting peace 

in the world.’ 

 

Concluding comments 

It is important to keep all of Canberra’s heritage alive, where possible, and to build on our fortunate 

foundations.  The AWM plays a natural and vital part in the evolution of the nation’s capital.  It has the 

responsibility to conserve heritage and collaborate with government agencies and the community to 

develop Canberra as an ideal city and national capital.   The magnitude and the expense of the proposed 

expansion of the AWM are inordinate and unjustified.   The dimensions of Anzac Parade and clear long 

range vistas along his Land Axis should be preserved, whilst signalling the potential for realising Walter 

Burley Griffin’s overall vision, ideals and intentions.    

 

 
Peter Graves 

Chair 

Canberra Chapter 

Walter Burley Griffin Society Inc 







 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Australian War Memorial Development Project 

SUBMISSION BY THE FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETIES 
 
The Federation of Australian Historical Societies appreciates the opportunity to respond to the 
Australian War Memorial Development Project consultation. 
 
FAHS is the umbrella body for Australia’s community history and heritage associations which 
number over 1000 and have approximately 100,000 members. Our volunteer members are deeply 
involved in working towards the best preservation and presentation of Australian cultural heritage 
in all its forms, including historic heritage buildings and sites, and museums. They undertake very 
large volumes of historical research and collection in hard (documentary, movable objects and 
built/sites) and digital forms, they operate many hundreds of small cultural heritage exhibitions 
and museums, and they transmit our history and heritage in publications, websites and various 
other formats. FAHS was a founding member of GLAM Peak and of Blue Shield Australia. 
 
FAHS expresses its strong opposition to the proposal to undertake major changes to the structure 
of the Australian War Memorial. Put concisely, our objections are on the following three grounds: 
 

1. The Australian War memorial is listed on both the National Heritage List and the 
Commonwealth Heritage List. The advancement of this project in the way that has 
occurred, notably the announcement of half a billion dollars in funding prior to application 
for any approvals from heritage authorities, infers a contempt for the heritage protection 
offered by these lists and a belief that they can be swept aside at will. This is profoundly 
concerning for supporters of Australian heritage and is in clear breach of the intent of the 
EPBC Act. 

2. The ANZAC Hall, which is proposed to be demolished, is a relatively new and award 
winning piece of architecture. Its destruction denies its significance as part of the listed 
heritage of the AWM complex, flies in the face of financial common sense and infers a 
cavalier attitude to waste. 

3. The proposal to spend nearly half a billion dollars on this project is extraordinary in the 
current financial circumstances and indicates an unusual set of values at a time when 
Australia’s cultural heritage and principal national institutions are being starved of 
operational funds, notably including the National Museum of Australia, the National Library 
of Australia, the National Gallery of Australia, the National Portrait Gallery, the National 
Film and the Sound Archive.  
There are numerous ways in which Australia’s cultural heritage would benefit far more 
from the rational expenditure of this sum, including a broadening of national heritage 
grants to sites not on the National Heritage list and to voluntary heritage organisations. 

 
For further communication please contact: 
The Executive Officer, 
GPO Box 1440, Canberra, ACT, 2601. 
(02) 6295 2837          fahs@history.org.au 
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Australian War Memorial Development Project Team 
GPO Box 345 
CANBERRA  ACT  2601 

17 July 2020 

 

Dear Madam/Sir 

I am writing to voice my strong objection to the proposed alteration and additions to the Australian 
War Memorial.   My concerns are as follows: 

1.  The AWM trustees seem to have lost focus on the role the AWM.  The M in AWM stands for 
memorial, not museum.  The primary purpose of the AWM is to provide the Australian people with a 
sacred place to remember and give thanks for the sacrifices of our service personnel, not to provide 
large display areas for redundant military equipment.  If the Australian government wants to build a 
war museum similar to the Imperial War Museum in London then fine, but do it elsewhere.   

2.  The proposed development requires the wasteful demolition of ANZAC Hall, a building of such 
architectural quality that it was awarded the 2005 Sir Zelman Cowen Award for Public Architecture.  
How can any government, particularly one that proudly boasts of its economic management, justify 
the waste of public money by demolishing a perfectly suitable building in order to replace it with a 
gargantuan display area of little architectural merit.  Big is not better, especially at this cost - both 
financial ($500 million) and architectural - to the nation. 

3.  There has been some suggestion that a bigger AWM will somehow have a cathartic effect on our 
war veterans, but I have yet to see a report from any reputable psychologist who believes a larger 
building will be more cost effective in treating post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) than the 
suitable provision of personal medical care for our war veterans.   

By all means provide the AWM with sufficient funding to ensure it continues to improve its role as 
the national focus of our remembrance of those Australian who sacrificed their lives for our great 
country.  The $500 million could be better spent by a] providing suitable support to our war 
veterans, and b] if necessary, a large warehouse/museum to display military equipment built 
elsewhere in Canberra.  But, please, don’t fund this wasteful development project. 

Yours respectfully 

 

 

Ian Kelly 

50 Ormond Street 
PADDINGTON  NSW  2021 

 

cc:   Hon Mathias Cormann, Minister for Finance; Dave Sharma, Member for Wentworth 
Senator Tim Ayres;    Senator Andrew Bragg;  Senator Perin Davey; 
Senator Mehreen Faruqi; Senator Concetta Fierravanti-Wells; Senator Holly Hughes; 
Senator Kristina Keneally; Senator Jenny McAllister; Senator Jim Molan;  
Senator Deborah O’Neill; Senator Marise Payne;    and  Senator Tony Shelton 
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Tilman A Ruff AO 
  
MB, BS (Hons), FRACP 
Associate Professor, Nossal Institute for Global Health, University of Melbourne 
 
52 Sussex St Brighton Vic 3186 Australia      Post: PO Box 301 Fitzroy Vic 3065 
m +61 438 099 231    e tar@unimelb.edu.au    ABN 83 946 468 587    Provider no. 366023F 
 
 
 

20 July 2020 

Mr Wayne Hitches 
Executive Program Director 
Australian War Memorial Development Project 
development@awm.gov.au,  

 

Dear Mr Hitches, 

Re: Consideration of major expansion proposed for the Australian War Memorial (AWM), 
Canberra, under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity and Conservation Act  
 
I write to provide a brief personal submission regarding the proposal for a $498 million 
expansion of the AWM. I oppose this costly expansion and find it to be unwarranted and 
inappropriate at any time, but particularly so at this time of crisis related to the COVID-19 
pandemic, which is causing hardship for millions of Australians. 

 The Memorial can well meet its obligations without this planned expansion.  

Much of the new space is planned to be used for display of large military platforms and 
weapons, particularly airplanes and helicopters, which serve to de-contextualise, sanitise 
and glorify the technology of war, while doing little to promote understanding of the causes 
of war, its horror, or the effects on combatants and non-combatants. This undue emphasis 
on military equipment would reinforce the current offensive and unethical involvement and 
prominent profile at the AWM afforded weapons companies which profit from military 
spending, armed conflict and war. 

 The AWM frequently cites ADF peacekeeping operations as an example of efforts to avoid 
wars that it wishes to better display.  While peacekeeping operations should be recognised 
and honoured, very many Australians outside the ADF have made huge efforts over many 
decades to prevent or stop wars and reduce its long-term harmful consequences. These 
contributions are currently marginalised, and would remain so with the proposed 
expansion. In addition, the role of diverse and critical voices in Australian history would be 
omitted from the planned live feed of current ADF operations. 
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The Memorial’s claim of providing a “therapeutic milieu” for recent veterans is not based on 
sound evidence, and the needs of veterans and their families could be much better served 
by direct support for mental health and other health care services for veterans, housing and 
other social support.  

Contributing to a balanced understanding of Australia’s heritage and history and the 
importance of preventing war and its human toll, promoting humanitarian values and 
human security, would be far better served in other ways, such as: 

- more adequately supporting our other cultural institutions;  

- finally rectifying the Memorial’s racist refusal to recognise and document 
Australia’s Frontier Wars;  

- the establishment of an Australian Peace Museum honouring the many Australians 
who have worked and work for peace. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 
 
 
Tilman A Ruff AO  
 
Associate professor 
Nossal Institute for Global Health, School of Population and Global Health, University of Melbourne 
 
Co-President, International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War (Nobel Peace Prize 1985) 
 
Co-founder and Founding Chair, Australian Committee member, International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear 
Weapons (Nobel Peace Prize 2017) 
 
I acknowledge the Wurrundjeri People of the Kulin Nations as the traditional custodians of the land upon which 
I live and work. 
 
tar@unimelb.edu.au 
 











 

 

Submission to the Australian War Memorial: AWM Development Project  

 

I wish to add my voice of opposition to the current plans under discussion to expand the 

Australian War Memorial at a cost of $500 million.  

 

There is no argument in relation to the need to honour and commemorate the many soldiers, 

men and women, who gave up their lives for their nation. There is also a need to recognize 

the impact of war on so many people, including those who fought and returned home 

traumatised by their experiences, the families and civilians whose lives were destroyed and 

are still being impacted by more recent wars in Vietnam and Afghanistan.  However, my 

concern relates to how the Australian War Memorial plans to ‘commemorate’ these conflicts.  

 

What is the purpose of the Australian War Memorial? 

The Australian War Memorial states that part of its mission is:  “…to assist Australians to 
remember, interpret and understand the Australian experience of war and its enduring 
impact on Australian society.” 

1
 

 

I find that the focus of the current project runs counter to this mission as much of the story 

will be about the weapons of war – rather than their impact.  From reading aspects of the 

AWM proposal, it will house helicopters and aeroplanes and weapons of war and how 

technology is assisting fighting wars. I find this absolutely abhorrent! It appears to me to be a 

glorification of the weapons of war and can be seen as a marketing exercise for the military 

industrial complex rather than a balanced examination of the impacts of war.  

 

Where in these plans are there any proposals to display the complexity of issues related to 

conflict?  An accurately documented process detailing the background to the conflict 

including those who opposed the involvement in the Vietnam war, in Iraq and indeed the war 

in Afghanistan is necessary.   Where is the documentation of dissent, the anti-war protests 

and the Peace movements that were so prevalent before the outbreak and during these wars 

and indeed in WW1 and WW2.    

 

Focusing on those impacted by war rather than the weapons of war 

Further in relation to the provision of a commemorative or ‘therapeutic milieu’ for those 

involved in these wars, I cannot see how the displaying of weapons and military equipment 

will achieve this aim.   I am sure that the AWM is well aware of the impact of war on 

veterans.  A recent Mental Health Prevalence Report published by the Department of 

Veterans Affairs in 2018 contained some alarming statistics including that:  

‘46.4% of Transitioned ADF members are estimated to have experienced a mental disorder in 

the previous 12 months’ (DVA, 2018 p.vi)
2
. The report contains many other very disturbing 

statistics related to the wellbeing of people who have transitioned from active service in 

overseas conflicts.   It is my view that a part of the $500 million should be allocated to 

improving the wellbeing of these veterans in relation to mental health but also their state of 

work, homelessness and other assistance programs.  

 

Acknowledging the Frontier Wars 

The former Director of AWM, Dr Brendan Nelson did acknowledge the need to have 

representation of the Frontier Wars in a museum, but that the AWM was not the right place 

for such an exhibition. (Evans, SMH, 2018).  This is countered by Aboriginal people and 
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prominent historians such as Prof Henry Reynolds. These conflicts are so much part of our 

national history and they deserve representation.  

 

Developing a Museum for Peace 

In addition, I would like to see taxpayers’ money allocated not just to the commemoration of 

the impacts of war, but the promotion of peace.  Why not include a section in the museum 

devoted to Peace? There are many excellent examples of peace museums throughout the 

world. I would recommend modelling examples from the Peace Museum associated with 

Ritsumeikan University in Kyoto, Japan and the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum.  These 

museums emphasise the horrors of war and the need to focus on peace building and to build a 

mind set for peaceful conflict resolutions.  

 

Why demolish aspects of the AWM heritage buildings? 

I would like to note that the War Memorial entrance and Anzac Hall do not need to be 

destroyed – the Hall itself has a lasting presence that should be maintained and indeed it is 

seen as architecturally significant in its own right. Also, it was built less than 20 years ago! 

Surely its demolition is a waste of taxpayers’ money.  

 

 

Please give due consideration to the overwhelming national opposition to this development 

which comes from many organisations, eminent individuals (including former directors of the 

AWM), veterans and members of the general public. 

 

 

Nina Burridge (Assoc Professor) 

Nina.burridge@uts.edu.au  

0421334353  

                                                 
 

1 Australian War Memorial, online, 

https://www.awm.gov.au/about/organisation#:~:text=The%20Memorial's%20purpose%20is%20to,end

uring%20impact%20on%20Australian%20society. 

 

3. Evans, S., (2018) War memorial expansion should include Aboriginal fighters: historian. 
Sydney Morning Herald. https://www.smh.com.au/national/act/war-memorial-expansion-should-

include-aboriginal-fighters-historian-20181105-p50e16.html 

 

2 Department of Veterans Affairs 

https://www.defence.gov.au/Health/DMH/Docs/180502_Mental_Health_Prevalence_Technical_Report

-Final.pdf, p.vi. 

 

mailto:Nina.burridge@uts.edu.au
https://www.awm.gov.au/about/organisation#:~:text=The%20Memorial's%20purpose%20is%20to,enduring%20impact%20on%20Australian%20society.
https://www.awm.gov.au/about/organisation#:~:text=The%20Memorial's%20purpose%20is%20to,enduring%20impact%20on%20Australian%20society.
https://www.smh.com.au/national/act/war-memorial-expansion-should-include-aboriginal-fighters-historian-20181105-p50e16.html
https://www.smh.com.au/national/act/war-memorial-expansion-should-include-aboriginal-fighters-historian-20181105-p50e16.html
https://www.defence.gov.au/Health/DMH/Docs/180502_Mental_Health_Prevalence_Technical_Report-Final.pdf
https://www.defence.gov.au/Health/DMH/Docs/180502_Mental_Health_Prevalence_Technical_Report-Final.pdf




Dear Sir, Madam, Ms. (not necessarily in that order),

I write to express my support for the pending AWM development.

As a recently retired serving member of the ADF (a veteran) I take pride in 
knowing that the legacy of all those who came before me can be shared and 
better understood by the general public.  Personally I have spent more ANZAC 
Days than I dare to remember at the AWM reflecting on the sacrifices made for 
our freedoms; and knowing that the experience will not only continue to be 
available to the public but will now be expanded and enhanced is s source of 
great comfort.

I have had the opportunity the view the proposed plans for the development 
and was very impressed by what was being tabled.  As we move forward as a 
country we will need more space to be made available to tell the stories of our 
current and future operations and this should not be at the expense of the 
stories of our previous generations.  The only option is to better utilise the 
space within the memorial precinct.  I have read some of the criticisms of the 
proposed development and feel they lack the basic understanding of what the 
AWM is all about, that is, they fail to show empathy toward the real Australians 
that have sacrificed to make this country what it is and what it will be.

I believe the design to be a very fitting and appropriate and provides the 
opportunity to honour many generations into the future.

Regards

Martin Jolley
Commander

25 JUL 20
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SUBMISSION TO THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WATER and the 

ENVIRONMENT (DAWE) consideration of the AUSTRALIAN WAR 

MEMORIAL (AWM) DEVELOPMENT PROJECT under the ENVIRONMENT 

PROTECTION AND BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION (EPBC) ACT 1999 

 

 

I am pleased to make the attached submission to assist the DAWE ‘s consideration of the AWM 

Development Project under the EPBC Act 1999. 

The Friends of the NFSA Inc. is an independent membership organisation that exists to support the 

NFSA, advocate for and promote the NFSA, provide volunteer support, present public programs 

based on the NFSA collection, and serve as a focus for the NFSA’s constituency.   

Founded in 2000, the Friends has historically worked to defend the professional integrity and 

independence of the NFSA, including the campaign leading to its creation as a statutory authority in 

2008. The Friends’ mission, history and activities can be accessed at www.archivefriends.org.au 

The Friends would be happy to provide any further information that DAWE may require to assist it in 

its assessment of the AWM Development Project under the EPBC Act.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Dr Ray Edmondson OAM 

President, Friends of the NFSA 

ray@archival.com.au  

 

31 July 2020 
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SUBMISSION TO THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WATER and the 

ENVIRONMENT (DAWE) consideration of the AUSTRALIAN WAR 

MEMORIAL (AWM) DEVELOPMENT PROJECT under the ENVIRONMENT 

PROTECTION AND BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION (EPBC) ACT 1999 

 

 

SUBMISSION from THE FRIENDS OF THE NATIONAL FILM AND SOUND 

ARCHIVE (NFSA) INC. 

 

Submitted 31 July 2020 

 

The Friends’ Submission’s focus is on the need for the proposed AWM Development Project.   

 

The Friends query the expected benefits from the forecast $500m investment in comparison to what 

might be achieved by investments in other national cultural institutions including the NFSA. This 

reflects the main points raised in the Friends’ submission to the Standing Committee on Public Works 

consideration of the AWM Development Project and are repeated here for the benefit of the DAWE’s 

consideration of the AWM Development Project under the EPBC Act.  

 

The Friends has noted that the overwhelming majority of submissions to the Standing Committee on 

Public Works express concern about the Development Project. Moreover, serious concerns about the 

Development Project were a feature in submissions to the Committee from veterans and their 

families, concerned citizens, distinguished Australians, academics, historians, as well as former AWM 

directors and staff. 

 

A major impact of the proposed Development Project is the demolition of the award-winning ANZAC 

Hall. The Friends’ is of the view that the AWM can continue to meet its obligations without the 

expansion envisaged particularly as this involves the destruction of the recently completed and still 

functional ANZAC Hall. The AWM should be able to manage its responsibilities and statutory 

obligations within its existing space including ANZAC Hall and the Annexe Building in Mitchell ACT.  

 

A decade of “efficiency dividends” and associated funding cuts has led to a significant reduction in the 

resources devoted to the NFSA with a commensurate loss of public profile.  Other national cultural 

institutions such as the National Archives of Australia (NAA) are also suffering from a lack of 

Government funding with the National Library of Australia (NLA) recently announcing that as a direct 

result of diminishing ongoing funding it would need to scale back its Asian collections. 

 



 

3 
 

Whilst not arguing against the role the AWM plays as a national memorial to commemorate the 

sacrifices made by Australians in time of war the allocation of $500m for yet another building 

extension, involving as it does the destruction of the recently completed ANZAC Hall signifies a 

skewed and unbalanced investment strategy for our national cultural institutions. 

 

There is no evidence that in making this allocation the Government considered what benefits the 

broader Australian community could derive from an equitable distribution of funds across the whole 

range of Australia’s national cultural institutions.  For example, a relatively modest amount of funding 

compared to what is being invested in the AWM Development Project would allow both the NFSA and 

the NAA to significantly advance their work in digitising their collections. Collections that are in danger 

of being lost forever without further investment of funds. 

 

A small proportion of the $500 million being devoted to the AWM Development Project could make a 

vast difference to the NFSA’s ability to carry out its national obligations. Similarly, for the other 

national cultural institutions 
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35 Stanton Drive,
West Pennant Hills,

N.S.W.,  2125.
mario.d.simic@gmail.com

(02)9872 4486 (h)
(02)4505 1131 (w)

0413 753 953
Mr Matt Anderson PSM,
Director,
Australian War Memorial.
Dear Sir,

SUPPORT FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT 
of the AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL

I want to add my support for the redevelopment of the Australian War 
Memorial because:

a. The existing facility does not have exhibits proportional to the 
importance, size and period of Australian involvement in conflicts of war and 
peacekeeping. There is a lack of 'flow' in the story of our commemorative 
history; which must be because of a lack of space.

b. For those who are entrusted to caretake and upkeep the exhibits as 
well as ever increasing archives, there must also be sufficient space and 
appropriate facilities.

c.The existing facilities are not large enough to accommodate 
reasonable 'volumes/numbers' of visitors. Overcrowded halls and exhibits and
'bottlenecks' detract from what should be appropriate respectful, somewhat 
solemn yet enjoyable visitors' experiences.

I hereby record my support for bigger and better facilities for the 
Australian War Memorial on the basis of:

a. As a veteran of the Vietnam War,
b. A patriot who values the service of those who came before and will 

come after us; to keep Australia a free and sovereign nation, 
c. A citizen who values our culture and history; without which we would 

lose our 'identity', and,
d. my personal experiences from visiting the Australian War 

Memorial on many occasions since about 1960, including hosting 
friends from overseas countries.

Yours sincerely,
 (signed)

Major M. D.  Simic (Ret.)
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Submission, re the Australian War Memorial Redevelopment Project 

development@awm.gov.au 

27 Jul 2020 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

We are writing to share our views on the expansion planned for the Australian War 
Memorial.  

As taxpayers, and supporters of the AWM, we have observed the growing antagonism from 
certain sections of the AWM “old brigade” along with the “Canberra Elite”, being directed 
toward the expansion project.  

We would normally ignore the ramblings of this group, as they are generally predictable in 
their disdain for anything that appears to be forward looking, or that they did not 
themselves suggest. The difference this time is that the volume of catastrophic language is 
such that it demands our attention and has engendered our ire, as will be seen from the 
somewhat intemperate tone of this letter.  

There are many submissions in support of the development, and it is not for us to add to 
those thoughtful documents. We look to offer a perspective which neither the AWM 
submission, nor the detractors seem to have highlighted.  

The discussion on Heritage Issues relates mostly to Bricks and Mortar, Architectural Awards, 
Exhibition Items, Open Spaces and Canberra Vistas. We are concerned that little if anything, 
has been said about “Cultural Traditions being passed down from our veterans to future 
generations”. It is our experience that veterans of all conflicts wish for their children and 
grandchildren that they should not have to endure what they themselves went through. So, 
if we consider that up to 10 million children will visit the AWM over the next 50 years, then 
we have a responsibility to ensure that the memorial is relevant to them, as well as veterans 
and their families. We feel duty bound to ensure that the sacrifices made by our veterans 
are not visited on future generations. 

Shame on those detractors who lack the vision to consider future generations of Australians 
who deserve to understand the values espoused by those who have served Australia in 
uniform. If the expansion of the AWM into the 21st century allows just one future leader to 
be temperate in their consideration of sending our troops into conflict, then our veteran’s 
wishes will have been honoured… and Australia will be better for it. We believe that “the 
Diggers that the Memorial are meant to Honour” would make this investment to ensure 
that their descendants understand the experience and sacrifice of war. With this 
understanding they can make informed decisions, to serve when needed, and to be 
thoughtful in their leadership of our nation.  
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We also ask you to consider the following: 

1. Anything that enhances the experience of children visiting the memorial, over the 
next 50+ years, has the potential to be beneficial for Australia. Every child exposed 
to the values and experiences of those who served, will be enriched in some way. If 
we consider that the total investment, in each child, over that time is about $60; 
surely as a nation we can afford such an investment.  

2. History has proven that the staff at the AWM will use the space sensitively, and for 
the intended purpose. Statements that the AWM will be turned into a “Theme Park” 
are contemptuous of the dedicated and hardworking Council, leadership team, staff, 
and volunteers at the AWM.  The same Theme Park “luminary” was also quoted as 
saying that “he had not seen one person, beside the memorial's current director 
Brendan Nelson, support the expansion”. One can only deduce that he moves in 
vastly different circles to the broader and more inclusive community in which we live.  

3. Mr. Kelson’s comment relating to the collection items that “Never Saw Combat”, the 
F-111 for example, also shows contempt for those who served, and died, in such 
machines. This mindset reminds us of the reprehensible attitude that was shown 
toward retuning Vietnam Vets, by many of the RSL old guard, regarding Vietnam 
being merely a “Police Action”. *It should also be noted that youngsters growing up 
in the 60’s (that’s us) saw the purchase of the F-111 as defining Australia’s emerging 
defence capability, and that this visionary purchase was only 18 years after the end 
of WW2. Similar vision is being shown with this redevelopment. 

4. The team at the AWM use “Military Hardware” to tell stories, and thereby engage 
with both adults, and young people. Mr. Kelson sees a “piece of hardware”, where 
most people see a place where servicemen, and women, lived, experienced 
mateship, exhibited courage, felt fear, or perhaps spent their last moments. The 
hardware, supported by the personal stories of those who served, completes the 
picture, and enriches the visitor’s experience. The curators and historians at the 
AWM “commemorate sacrifice” by weaving stories that give the visitor a sense of 
what it was like to serve. The “Military Hardware” is an essential part of that story.  

5. We note that two of the loudest, and perhaps most prominent detractors, Messrs. 

Gower and Kelson, contributed to the need for this major redevelopment by their 

lack of vision in planning for the future. They compromised the heritage value of the 

AWM by allowing piecemeal additions to be undertaken… and their inability to raise 

the profile of the AWM, and garner support for modernization, is testament to their 

lack of foresight.  

6. With net immigration approaching 200,000 per year there is no better institution to 
inform our “new Australians” of the sacrifices that have been made to ensure that 
we continue to enjoy, and cherish, a country which values freedom… and is prepared 
to defend it, no matter the cost.  

7. There has been a suggestion that the funds could be better spent on education and 
health. The AWM is a significant contributor to the education of Australian children 



and informs them of the values and sacrifice of our forebears. This was brought into 
sharp focus by the introduction of the “Last Post Ceremony” by former director Dr. 
Nelson. It is inspiring to see hundreds of children sitting reverently and reflecting on 
their experience at the AWM. This motivated us to fund a short documentary film 
highlighting the 15 values identified as being representative of our servicemen and 
women ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMxsogyys1c ).  Regarding Health, the 
Federal Government will spend approx. $800 Billion on healthcare, over the period 
of the AWM redevelopment. The investment in the AWM redevelopment is a 
fraction of that amount. We believe the experience offered by the expanded 
galleries, reflection spaces and digital/interactive platforms will contribute in a 
positive way to allowing our young people to find “perspective” in an ever-changing 
world. Effectively managed, this could be of great benefit in promoting positive 
mental health and resilience with our youth. 

As background, we are proud to have contributed over $200k of our private funds to AWM 
projects over the last 6 years. Our first experience of the AWM was over 50 years ago, so we 
are not “new to the game”. Between ourselves and our children we have served a combined 
36 years in the ADF, with 50% full-time service and 50% reserve. The Roll of Honour bears 
the names of an uncle, and great uncle, who made the supreme sacrifice, and members of 
our extended family have served in all conflicts since WW1, apart from the Korean War.  

Based on the above, and following considerable discussion with our family and friends, we 
are all prepared to support the ongoing investment in commemorating those who have 
served and believe that it is also a valuable contribution to future generations.  

In conclusion, the AWM redevelopment will enhance the ability of those who served to 
speak to future generations in the language they understand, in a space that will convey the 
true experience of conflict and peacekeeping … and in a manner which shows respect for 
the Devotion, Endurance and Sacrifice of all Australian Servicemen and Women. 

Yours Sincerely 

  

Michael & Katherine Ribot de Bressac 

Mobile: 0419 228739 

Mobile: 0413 677678 

Email: mikeribot@bigpond.com 

Email: kateribot@bigpond.com 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMxsogyys1c
mailto:mikeribot@bigpond.com
mailto:kateribot@bigpond.com




























Myambah
1593 Federal Highway
SUTTON NSW 2620

2&] July 2020

Australian War Memorial Development Project Team 
GPO Box 345 
Canberra ACT 2601

Australian War Memorial Development Project
EPBC Act preliminary documentation - comments from S. N. Gower AO AO (Mil)

I wish my objection to the Australian War Memorial development proposal be recorded 
because of its significant and adverse impact on the National Heritage values of the AWM. 
The proposal is incompatible with the legislated AWM Heritage Management Plan 2011 and 
the 2019 review. You and your advisors stubbornly refuse to acknowledge this. In short, the 
proposal does not enhance the heritage values of the site and represents a major risk to this 
National Heritage place.

I agree with and draw your attention to the heritage review by Ashley Built Heritage prepared 
for the Australian Institute of Architects in December 2019 and request that Section 5 
Summary o f Impacts, Conclusions and Recommendations is fully addressed by the AWM 
along with any other critical comments you receive from Mr Ashley. You just cannot ignore 
these and attempt to downplay their significance. Ashley is independent and understands the 
heritage implications of your proposals, as indeed does the advocacy body for good 
architecture, the Australian Institute of Architects.

The Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment has the expertise (and 
responsibility) to assess every detail of the proposal against the Memorial's Heritage 
Management Plan and the Commonwealth and National Heritage listings and this must be 
done. My comments are broader and relate to the key aspects of the development proposal. 1 
must say your attempts to drown interested parties by what is no more than an incoherent 
collection of website material is to be deplored. But you expect the average Joe to plow 
through it all and then give an informed comment!

The destruction of ANZAC Hall. This building is listed as to be retained in the Memorial’s 
own heritage documentation. It is referred to in the National Heritage list as a ‘modern and 
flexible exhibition half that retained the view of the original building ‘in the round' as 
originally intended by Sodersten and Crust. Also from the NHL description - the hall sits 
unobtrusively behind the iconic Main Building and has minimum impact on views from 
Anzac Parade. A simple steel/glass bridge link joins the existing building to the hall. It melds 
appropriately with the heritage values of the Main Building and its landscaped setting and 
won the Sir Zelman Cowen Award for public buildings for its design excellence.

It is not correct or rational for the AWM to suggest Anzac Hall is ‘not fit for purpose’ and 
that the Commonwealth and National heritage lists, and your own Heritage Management Plan 
are in someway wrong about its value. Your statement is indicative of the many
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contradictions and non sequiturs in your new assessment.Toalso suggest that the expanded 
museum capability ofthe proposed new building negates any impact from the destruction of 
Anzac Hall is not only wrong hut patently ridiculous. At the P^fC hearing, your Director
s t a t e d , t h a t  Anzac Hall w as‘.....a bespoke building....’, ‘....amissed
opportunity..Band capable of displaying only‘....arelatively small number oflarge^ 
technology objects.’ That such ignorant nonsense was fed to him lends one to question the 
ability ofhis advisers.

Changes to the noHhe^n precinct. Apart tfom the destruction ofAnzac Hall, the proposal 
foranew building attached to the Main Building hyaglass(nowplastic)atrium overwhelms 
tbe Main Building and denies the opportunity to view i t ‘in the round’. The NCA placed great 
importance on that issue when the building was being planned, andlwould be shocked if its 
position had changed. Atriums don’twork^ visit the British Museum to see that.It’sdevoid of 
any valuable collection items.Your proposal is intrusive when viewed Ifom the north,west 
and east including from MtAinslie, and critically, is visible above the parapet tfomAnzac 
Parade in that iconic vista.

Changes to the southern preeinet,The new southern entry has expanded tbe more discrete 
and sensitive Johnson PiltonWalker concept into one that has significant impact on the 
iconic southern view ofthe building and signihcantly changes the heritage signillcant arrival 
experience along the main sightline and into the Commemorative Area. Itintroducesa 
massive new facade into the view from the south at level withaludicrouslyover^scaled and 
rectangular parade ground. The proposed parade ground rearrangement challenges the scale 
ofthe Main Building and ignores the importance ofits long standing axial arrangement 
which sympathetically connects it to Anzac Parade and the heritage building. Its present 
orientation drawsaviewer naturally to the ^toneofBemembrance and thence upwards to the 
entrance.The proposed blades are no more thanadiscordant,unnecessary artifice that serves 
no useful purpose than to intrude on the important north^south Parliament House^Memorial 
sightline.

Incidentally after 4h years of ADPservice,Tve never heard of an approved‘Am^y’ parade 
ground.It was put to me this isareasonwhyyou are wasting money on changing the existing 
one supposedly on the advice of anonymous’Defence stakeholders’.The existing 
arrangement dates to the late‘5hs,ifnot before. The only change (in 2dd4) has been 
rehnement and the inclusion ofnoble materials. As stated in the Heritage Management Plan, 
it should be retained and conserved.

Changes to the eastern preelnet,The significant increase in size ofthe existing Bean 
Building to the south overwhelms the (heritage documentation described) informal and native 
planting landscape.Your proposed extension of the building(to the south rather than the 
planned east) will challenge the primacy ofthe Main Building and its sense ofisolation in the 
landscape^something which the current building by DCM,and the eastern precinct eafe 
building hyJPWwere at pains not to do. Needless to say,the impact ofthe proposed 
southern expanded Bean Building will also haveadramatic adverse impact on the ^irZelman 
Cowen awarded eastern precincts butlwould have to observe thatyour ideas o n ‘progress’ 
and th e ‘need for space to do your joh’ don’tseem to worry about things like that.

Changes to the western preeinet,lnote that theA^BM says the western precinct will not 
change. However, it is clear thatacomplete realignment of roads and pathways toamore 
formal and rectangular style site^wide is apparent.The impact ofthis more formal geometric



approach should he addressed, hut this does not appear to have occurred.There wasatime 
when the layout was given long and serious consideration informed hyastaff member with 
postgraduate overseas qualifications in that partieular subject along with .IP^.But she,like 
others, tied some years ago.

lam  also concerned that no eonsideration ofthe signillcance ofthe Unit Plaque Dedication 
Program, that is pre-eminent in the western precinct and western courtyard, has occurred.The 
impo^fanceofthis significant installation, especially along the central access pathway, which 
you propose realigning, seems to have been overlooked inA^YMdocumentation.flow these 
unit plaques which were dedicated by surviving veterans from these unitsfmany now dead) 
are valued must be addressed.Their important intangible heritage aspect ca^mot be 
overlooked, similar to the intangible heritage aspect of Anzac flail opened in the presence of 
^^Ylveteran,Ted^mout. None can be removed from their current installed locations 
without that examination.There is also the potential for damage.

fn summary.Uharles Bean in his vision spoke of the Memorial heinga‘gem of its kind’ and 
being‘not colossal in scale’.Y e t‘colossal’ appears exactly what is being proposed by the 
A^YM.lnote you used Bean’squotation ofaspiring to have‘the best museum ofits kind’ to 
support your plans at the P^YUhearing, but you are doing no more really than destroying the 
‘gem’ he envisioned^ you do not seem to realise this.Your plan will swamp and destroy the 
inherent well recognised heritage value of the site if exeeutedascurrentlyproposed.lt seems 
heritage issues have been ignored willfully, dismissed by those responsible for safeguarding 
the unique intrinsic heritage value ofthe overall site.

For goodness sake, please stop the weasehwordedjustifications for wholesale change and 
acceptyou can do the job without interfering withapriceless national piece ofheritage that 
you don’tappear to value,let alone appreciate.

And finally, objectors to your plans recognise the need for more space to cover recent 
eonflicts, butnotyourproposal.

Yours sincerely
MAJGEN Steve Gower AO AO (Mil), ME





 

Dear AWM Development Team, 

 

LEST WE FORGET 

 

Of what value is the Australian War Memorial - to a Veteran, to his or her family 

to the general public, to schools and to children? 

 

The greatest gift we have for the future generations is, ‘Storytelling’. The AWM is the 

epitome of truthful and respectful storytelling. The Australian War memorial is that - 

and  more. Yes, it is a memorial, a monument to the fallen. Those brave souls who defended 

our freedom and way of life and who did not return.  

 

But there’s more to it. One must ask, ‘If a country is to build a memorial to its fallen heroes, 

what form should it take? 

 

should there be statues? 

should there be paintings and artwork? 

should there be uniforms and badges and medals? 

should there be a library? 

should there be memorabilia? 

should there be actual weapons of war, operated by Australians at war - and their foes? 

 

Servicemen and women don’t choose to go to war. Wars are begun with the breakdown of 

communications and understanding between nations who ultimately resort to armed action to 

defeat, destroy or to defend. In Australia’s case we sent servicemen and women to war to 

defend the Empire, to defend our shores and to contribute to world peace and freedoms via 

alliances and via the United Nations. 

 

We servicemen trained for war, we were equipped for war and we were sent to war. Some 

choose to forget their war. However, it is important for our nation to remember who, what, 

where and why Australians went to war  

 

We hope there will be an end to war but while a chance exists, we must continue to train and 

prepare. We also need to explain to non-participants, families and  friends, what we did and 

why we did what we did. 

 

The AWM does not glorify war. War is ugly and best avoided - but never must it be 

forgotten. 

This country was built on sacrifice and this sacrifice is commemorated by the AWM; but the 

role of the AWM goes further. 

 

In my personal case, I can attest to the significant emotional effect that the AWM has had on 

myself and my family. 

 

As a young pilot, I visited Canberra and the AWM. It was overwhelming; a place of 

reverence. The great respect and the atmosphere that prevailed, moved me. I came to know 

the memorial and I learned about the campaigns that built our nation. I also became 

enthralled by the art of Ivor Hele and Arthur Streeton who expressed the atmosphere of the 

war zones and the combatants better than any photograph. Every time, I visited Canberra I 
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made a point if visiting the AWM and I watched it grow in size and quality. It is a holy place 

- a place of remembrance but it is far more.  

 

As a serviceman, I appreciated the ability to see, feel and almost smell, the real uniforms, 

weapons and diaries of the soldiers. I particularly welcomed and appreciated the presence of 

full-size aircraft. To be able to stand next to a real SE 5 or Albatros of WW I, a Zero or 

Kittyhawk of WW II, a Meteor of Korea and an Iroquois of Vietnam, moved me - and I was 

most impressed and moved  by the realism of the action in light and sound, that was 

associated with the Iroquois display.  

 

I am a Vietnam veteran and I flew in combat in that arena. I worked within the headquarters 

of the First Australian Task Force and flew over Phuoc Tuy province as top cover for the 

Aussie battalions and the armour. I worked with the Army Possum helicopters and Iroquois 

Bushranger gunships and yet for me to describe these actions to a young person of today, is 

almost lost - like a fake movie or computer game. But to see them in their reality adds 

meaning to many stories.I have overheard returned soldiers telling their children what it was 

like to be inserted by helicopter and transported in an APC. 

 

Recently, I had the opportunity to take my adult son to the AWM. He had never been before. 

He had tears in his eyes when  he stood in the presence of the Mustang as I described their 

role in Korea. 

 

The AWM is more than a memorial - it is a living history.  

 

I was planning to take my grandchildren to Canberra (from Adelaide) this year to witness the 

unveiling of the OV-10 Bronco aircraft - a USAF aircraft that was flown by Aussie Forward 

Air Controllers in Vietnam It is a unique presentation as it is the only aircraft in the memorial 

carrying American insignia.  It has been magnificently restored by the staff of the AWM from 

a wreck that was recovered from the Philippines. This aircraft needs a special place to shine 

and the extensions to the AWM offer just this space. 

 

Since the era of the Vietnam war Australians have participated in many actions and these are 

equally important to be commemorated and kept real. 

 

Culling the existing collection to accommodate more recent wars would be a tragedy - as 

would limiting the display to pictures and books. Veterans, families and future 

generations  need to see and feel the aircraft, the tanks and guns to appreciate the significance 

of these actions and the roles of our heroes - and they are heroes all. 

 

Don’t forget also the considerable psychological pain felt by Vietnam veterans when they 

returned from war, to find they were unwelcome and were sometimes abused. The AWM has 

changed that and they can now join other returned servicemen and women in their rightful 

place in history - in the AWM. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

David Robson 

Wing Commander RAAF (Ret’d) 

Jade FAC 1969/70 

 



PS: Most recently I have found further inspiration in the AWM collection to produce collages 

of our major actions. I have attached a couple of samples. 

 

 
 

     
 

 

 

 







30 July 2020 
 
Mr. Matt Anderson PSM 
Director 
Australian War Memorial 
via email: development@awm.gov.au 
 
 
 
Dear Matt, 
 
I write to express my support for the development of the Australian War Memorial and, in 
particular; the social heritage aspects which have gained much attention. 
 
The social heritage aspects of the Australian War Memorial, I believe, are critical to both the 
sustainability and relevance of our country. 
 
I note The Memorial’s galleries are a key determinant in the type and level of social heritage values it 
delivers, particularly for those Australians whose stories it tells, or those closely related to them, as 
identified in both the National and Commonwealth Heritage Listings for the Memorial.  
 
As the Australian community grows and evolves, it is imperative that the Memorial adapts 
accordingly, ensuring it remains a place of comfort, and importantly, a relevant and engaging 
resource for the community. 
 
It has been universally agreed amongst stakeholders and consultation participants that the 
development of contemporary conflict and operations galleries would aid this, subsequently 
engendering a positive impact on the Memorial’s social and cultural heritage values. 
 
Most participants, especially key stakeholders in the form of veterans and defence families, 
identified it as very important that the proposed changes would allow the Memorial to meet 
growing public expectations in the telling of Australia’s modern stories of service and sacrifice with 
the same dignity as the stories of the First or Second World War or subsequent conflicts such as 
Korea and Vietnam.  
  
Some stakeholder consultation participants raised concerns about the balance of the Memorial’s 
roles as a shrine, archive and museum, or expressed worries about the ‘Disneyfication’ of the 
Memorial through an over reliance on Large Technology Objects (LTO’s) or audio-visual displays as 
part of the  project. 
 
Typically, these concerns were assuaged when the full context of the development and the planned 
approach to exhibition storytelling, was outlined to participants, i.e. - the intended use of an ‘in their 
words’ approach to telling Veterans’ stories. Despite the Memorial’s explanations, there remained a 
small, but very vocal, opposition to the plans, particularly around the display of LTO’s based on the 
perceived impact on ‘balance’ from the identified specific interest groups. Therefore, it is clear that 
the AWM needs to maintain the mandate and mission quoted by the previous Director: 

‘The paradox of the Australian War Memorial is that it is not actually about war. Instead from the 
horror and bloodshed emerge stories of love and friendship; love for friends and between friends; 
love of family and of country; of honouring men and women whose lives have been devoted not to 
themselves, but to us – and their last moments to one another.’ 
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The expansion and the use of LTO’s will not only serve as a basis to deliver more effective and 
illustrative material, it will naturally engage the younger generation who need to understand and be 
educated on the history, in order to truly imagine the prospect of peace and how this can be 
achieved. This will not happen unless we move with the times and acknowledge the more recent 
conflicts that have occurred. 

In step with the history it records, the Australian War Memorial has always evolved. This constant 
change is as essential a feature of the place as any of its collections or commemorative spaces. The 
Memorial serves as a tangible commemoration of our Veterans; but should also capture and inspire 
the Australian spirit. As we grow, so too must our ability to share and express ourselves in a way that 
maintains our relevance, while reflecting the true strength and nature of what it means to be 
Australian. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 
 
Garry Browne AM 
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Australian War Memorial 
Treloar Crescent 
Campbell ACT 2612PO Box 6021 
 
development@awm.gov.au 
 
30th July 2020 

To Whom it May Concern 

 Australian War Memorial Redevelopment Project 

I write to the Australian War Memorial regarding the EPBC Submission for the New 
Southern Entrance and the Anzac Hall project.  I write as representative of Scott Carver 
Pty Ltd. 

Our submission is in response to the EPBC Submission and includes a commentary on a  
number of key items, in particular:  

• Item 1:  The stated purpose of the proposed work and its suitability for that purpose;  
• Item 2: The need for the work; 
• Item 3: The cost-effectiveness of the proposal. 

We also wish to clarify the perception that the Australian Institute of Architects (AIA) and 
the membership it represents unilaterally objects to the redevelopment projects inclusive 
of the New Southern Entrance and the New Anzac Hall Project; as has been implied in 
various publications. 

Introduction 

By way of introduction, as are the Architectural design practice for the New Southern 
Entrance project; and hence declare an interest in the project. 

Our involvement in the project has occurred through a two-stage process.  In March of 
2019, we submitted an Expression of Interest (EOI) in response to a national EOI process.  
The EOI sought architectural design practices with evidenced exemplar project 
experience; and a team with relevance and experience in designing within a heritage 
significant environment.  In the case of our core experience, we note that Scott Carver 
has extensively worked on the World Heritage listed Sydney Opera House, with 45 
projects completed since 2010.  Our most recent renewal work within the Opera Theatre 
received in late 2019, the UNESCO Asia Pacific Cultural Heritage Award for New Design 
Works in Heritage Contexts. 
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In regards to the EOI, we understand a significant number of architectural practices, 
throughout Australia, submitted in response to the EOI, for the opportunity to participate 
in one of four projects.   

Of these projects, four design practices were shortlisted for each of the design 
excellence competitions for The New Southern Entrance and the Anzac Hall project.  
Scott Carver had the honour of being selected to participate in the New Southern 
Entrance national design excellence competition.  Through this competition, our scheme 
was selected by a Jury inclusive of three well-regarded Architects.   In turn, the highly 
awarded firms of Cox were selected for Anzac Hall; and Lyons commissioned for the 
Bean Building. 

Importantly, in the submission and assessment of the competition entry, there were 
seven key assessment criteria’s, that the submissions were required to address and 
evidence design excellence against: 

• Innovation 

• Integration 

• Connectivity and Circulation 

• Heritage 

• Capacity and Sensitivity 

• Sustainability and Climatic Response; and 

• Respectful and Dignified Visual Impact. 
 

It was these criteria and attitudes that we believe has been embodied in both our design 
scheme for the New Southern Entrance and the Cox scheme for the Anzac Hall that we 
have come familiar with over the past 12 months.  

 

Item 1:  The stated purpose of the proposed work and its suitability for that 
purpose. 

Within the formal submission by the Australian War Memorial, a detailed summation 
of this topic is provided.  Our letter simply seeks to clarify how we believe the projects 
responds to not only the stated purpose of the Memorial; but also, the suitability of 
the work. 

As we understand it, the Australian War Memorial Act sets out three functions for 
the Memorial including ‘memorial’, ‘museum’ and ‘archive’. 

In the case of the New Southern Entrance and the Anzac Hall project, they are both 
responding to the key functions of ‘memorial’ and museum’ by providing design 
solutions that are: 
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• Visually and emotionally connecting to the existing building, ensuring the 
Memorials national significant through integration.  

• Physically connecting in a discrete and respectful manner in order to be 
subservient to the gravitas of the original Memorial building and its’ key visual 
prominence to Anzac Parade.  In the case of the New Southern Entrance this is 
achieved through a carefully considered underground response that retains the 
existing entrance stairs, forecourt and plinths. It should be stressed that in the 
design of the New Southern Entrance the reinstatement of these elements has 
been considered in detail through the engagement of a heritage sandstone 
specialist to ensure the original fabric is well protected and preserved.   

• Draws in visitors in an intuitive, natural and accessible manner.  This in turn 
improves the visitors experience, by providing dignity in arrival and departure; 
easing what is invariably an emotive journey for many that visit the Memorial. 

• Provides long term resilience and flexibility in the new gallery spaces and 
adaptable public spaces for the Memorial and its’ collection. 

• Provides a sense of place, through visual connection to the existing Memorial.  
Within the New Southern Entrance, a skylight that draws on the existing Memorial 
dome over the Hall of Memories, provides visual connection to the existing 
building.  It ensures the existing entrance retains its’ heritage significance, whilst 
concealing the pragmatic needs of visitor arrival out of sight from the primary 
axis and context of Anzac Parade and the Parade Ground. 

• Retains and protects the key landscape setting of the Memorial and its visual 
dominance and symmetry along Anzac Parade to Parliament House.  
Contextually, the Australian War Memorial sits on one of three key radials of 
the great Griffin Plan, connecting Capital Hill with Mount Ainslie. It is in 
keeping with this symmetry that the New Southern Entrance and Anzac Hall is 
located. 

 

Item 2:  The need for the work. 

Having now worked on the project for the last 12 months; our team has had the 
opportunity to become deeply involved and cognisant of the Memorials needs 
through a detailed understanding of not only the Memorial and its’ function; but also 
through the feedback and experience that the User Groups apply to the design 
process.   

Throughout the design process, the design teams have had the opportunity to engage 
with a range of User Groups within the Memorial.  These groups represent the 
functional requirements of the Memorial and those that visit.  It is through regular and 
detailed engagement with the User Groups that has allowed the design teams to 
understand more around: 

• How the current spatial constraints limit the stories of recent conflicts and 
operations, to a level commensurate with earlier conflicts. 
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• The need to recognise not only recent conflicts, but also peacekeeping and 
humanitarian operations;  

• The lack of capacity in the memorial to include large technical objects that form 
an important part of the storytelling of the operations; and in fact, as physical 
objects provide emotive connection for those who served in those operations. 

• Current limitations around the management of visitors regarding not only the 
quantum of visitors; but also, their arrival journey, security and screening; and 
orientation for some 1 million visitors per annum.  These limitations are only 
natural in a building that must adapt and support the unfortunate growth in 
conflicts and missions; but also adapt to a changing context that could not have 
been envisaged when the original building was designed.   As a National 
institution, it is a responsibility to ensure the visitor journey is equitable, safe 
and secure in our contemporary world context. 

• Current limitations around universal accessibility.  The existing building was 
designed at a time where the concept of universal access for all, did not exist.  The 
existing entrance and many parts of the existing building do not have equitable 
and dignified accessible connections for those with varying levels of physical 
capacities.  This is considered unacceptable, considering the Memorial is a place 
for all Australians and by its’ very function will have those visiting with 
accessibility challenges, from those injured in missions, to the elderly 
remembering their friends and loved ones.   

Memorials are important because they act as historical touchstones. They link the past to 
the present and enable people to remember and respect the sacrifice of those who died, 
fought, participated or were affected by conflicts.  Ensuring the Memorial is relevant to 
all, is in our view a key responsibility of the Memorial.   

Adapting to current requirements and resolving the current constraints, will ensure the 
building and its’ content is cared for by future generations.  We consider this to be both 
in the national interest and in support of the primary purpose of the Memorial. 

 

Item 3:  The cost effectiveness of the proposal. 

Whilst we cannot comment on the project’s cost effectiveness compared to other 
government expenditure, we can confirm that value for money and budget control 
has been a key aspect of the design development process.   

As a design team we received prior to the design competition a project budget for the 
New Southern Entrance.  This has been carefully monitored and assessed through out 
the design process.   

Through regular cost planning and value management assessments with the 
Memorial and the project Cost Planner, the project has included milestone hold points 
to ensure the project budgets and value for money is continually assessed and 
reported on.    
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Finally, as members of the public, it is challenging to imagine why a building that is 
nearing 100 years old and an institution that needs to tell the stories of those who 
have served in contemporary conflicts and humanitarian missions, does not warrant 
investment in the future. 

 
Australian Institute of Architects (AIA) Published Objections. 

Scott Carver is a member organisation of the Australian Institute of Architects; as are 
the other design organisations involved in the Memorial projects.  All individuals who 
have counter signed this letter are involved in the project and are registered with our 
respective state chapters of the AIA. 

We are aware that the AIA has published objections to the work at the Australian War 
Memorial. Whilst we respect that some members of the AIA do object to the proposed 
works and process undertaken by the Memorial, we wish to point out that this 
objection does not reflect the membership as a whole in our opinion.  The published 
objections did not seek a vote or agreement from the broader membership of the AIA. 

The core responsibility of the AIA is to represent the membership and the advancement of 
architecture.  In the case of the published Memorial objection, the AIA has committed 
members funds to the commissioning of a Heritage Report that has a relatively one-sided 
view of the project/s; without seeking the alternate view;  and to the best of our knowledge, 
without testing with the broader membership, as to whether it was an appropriate 
commitment of member funds.   

In forming a view and publicly announcing their position, the AIA has not sought the 
broader opinions of the profession in our view; or recognised that in response to the 
Memorials EOI, a large quantum of Member organisations, including some of the 
country’s pre-eminent design practices,  responded and sought involvement in the 
projects at the outset. 

Whilst the AIA has not commented on the particular aspects of the design scheme, the 
Heritage report commissioned by the AIA does make comment on the design proposals 
undertaken by member organisations of the AIA.  These comments have effectively been 
endorsed through publicly advertising the report and the campaign under the ‘Policy and 
Advocacy’ page of the AIA website. Whilst it is true that a number of Architects have 
supported the ‘Save Anzac Hall’ campaign; we note that at time of this letter, there are 
some 1,270 signatures on the AIA website supporting their objection to the Memorials 
process.  However, with some 11,500 registered Architects in Australia, it is fair and 
reasonable to surmise that the objection to the project and the process is not the view of 
a majority of the profession.  

Summary 

In summary, The Australian War Memorial is an enduring, culturally significant 
symbol of remembrance that commemorates those that gave their lives for our nation. 
It is a physical representation of pride, honour, courage and sacrifice. It is all our 
history living through the memory of the stories; of those both past and present. 
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It is these stories that the design work seeks to support by providing a place for our 
young to understand the sacrifices that built our nation. A place for local and foreign 
visitors to learn about our nation’s strength and resolve. A place for the families of the 
lost to honour their loved ones.  A place for the families of current service men and 
women to be proud of; and a place for all Australians to reflect on the heroes of this 
country. 

We kindly request the EPBC consider the above in their assessment of the Memorial’s 
proposal.  Whilst we of course have a declared interest in the project, we do consider in 
our professional opinion that: 

• The work proposed is reflective of the core values and principals of the Memorial 
and the stated purpose of the Memorial.  The design process undertaken has 
sought through a competitive environment, design work that is dignified in its’ 
response to the existing building fabric. 

• The work is needed to ensure the Memorial remains relevant for future generations 
and to support our past and present service men and women who have served 
Australia. 

• The design solutions are cost effective and responsive to the Memorial needs. 

• The design solutions respect and reflect the fundamental heritage values of the 
project. 

 

Kind Regards, 

 
Doug Southwell 
[Director] - NSW Registered Architect.  
dougs@scottcarver.com.au 
+61 402 440 204 
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Stewart Mitchell BAppSci, M ICOMOS 
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COMMANDO WELFARE TRUST 
ABN 17 860 403 129 

PO BOX 5082 PINEWOOD VIC 3149 
PATRONS 

MAJGEN Tim McOwan AO DSC CSM (Retd) 

The Hon DR Brendan Nelson AO BMBS FRACP (HON) FAMA FRSN 

CHAIRMAN : BRIG Mark Smethurst DSC AM  (Retd) 

DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: BRIG Craig Shortt DSC CSC DSM 

TRUSTEES 

Bruce Parker OAM ; Peter Laverick; Ian Breedon;  Mark Coad; 

BRIG Alison Creagh AM CSC; Miriam Dwyer; RADM Robyn Walker AM RAN. 

TRUST EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

MAJOR Steve Pilmore OAM RFD (Retd) 

Email: steve.pilmore@commandotrust.com  Mobile: 0418 314 940 

 

 
 

30
th

 July 2020 

 

Australian War Memorial Development Project Team 

GPO Box 345 

Canberra ACT 2601  AUSTRALIA 

 
The Commando Welfare Trust (CWT) was created to provide beneficiaries with support that is outside the 
scope of, but complementary to, existing Defence and non-Defence support mechanisms (eg. Legacy, 
DVA).  The CWT is able to provide support in unique ways including payment of school fees, modified 
equipment such as wheelchairs & computers; family reunion travel, financial aid such as back to school 
help and costs of medical interventions not supported by Defence or Dept of Veterans’ Affairs 
 
Our beneficiaries are almost entirely from ADF members  who have joined,  trained and been on 
operations in the last 20 years, either as Commandos and supporting elements, both men and women, 
and full and part time soldiers. 
 
The affect that the “From the Shadows” Exhibition the Australian War Memorial staged recently was 
palpable on virtually every serving member, former member and as importantly their family members 
who were lucky enough to see it. It started conversations and generated explanations that many 
members had shied away from for a range of reasons and the good that this does in the Special Forces 
and wider communities whilst hard to measure,  it is without a doubt a massive force for good. 
 
The current amount of room available at the existing AWM facilities is known to limit what can be 
displayed. 
 
The Trustees of the Commando Welfare Trust therefore are unanimously in favour of the adoption of the 
full development as we acknowledge  the purpose of the AWM Development is to allow recognition of the 
modern campaigns in the same vein WW1, WW2, Korea and Vietnam have been recognised. This includes 
Afghanistan, the longest campaign Australia has been involved in, Iraq, East Timor and others, including 
Peace Keeping Operations.  
 
This can only do good in our veteran community, their families and the wider Australian community as 
well as informing the significant number of overseas visitors to visit the AWM each year, of this  country’s 
significant role in military operations in the last few decades. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

 

Chairman 

The Commando Welfare Trust 
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M 0412 142 300 T 02 8095 0696 geoff@ashleybuilthertitage.com.au 
ashleybuilthertitage.com.au   159 Wilson Street Newtown NSW 2042 ABN 96279277640 

Development Project Team  
Australian War Memorial  
GPO Box 345  
Canberra ACT 2601 

Dear Development Project Team, 

Australian War Memorial Development Project —EPBC Act 1999 Preliminary 
Documentation — Submission 

This submission is made in response to the Australian War Memorial (AWM) Development 
Project Preliminary Documentation that has been made available for public comment on the 
AWM website. It is understood that after consideration of public submissions the AWM 
proposes to finalise its Preliminary Documentation and submit this to the Department of 
Agriculture Water and the Environment (DAWE) for approval under the EPBC Act, 1999.  

I am making this submission as the Principal of Ashley Built Heritage. This submission objects 
to the project on the basis of the significant adverse heritage impacts that would result.  

In my opinion the AWM should not submit the Preliminary Documentation for assessment by 
DAWE but should revise the project and resubmit it after substantial amendment that 
addresses the ‘prudent alternatives’ that I believe are available and which are required to be 
addressed under Clause 341ZC of the EPBC Act.  

However, if the AWM does not take this opportunity to reconsider the project then DAWE 
should refuse the application on the basis of its significant impacts on the identified National 
and Commonwealth heritage values.  

This submission provides relevant background, a summary of what I believe will be the 
heritage impacts as well as other issues with the documents in the advertised Preliminary 
Documentation package. This submission also makes recommendations for the ‘prudent 
alternatives’ that should be addressed by the AWM before it proceeds any further. 

Background  
I am a heritage consultant and a member of Australia ICOMOS. I have a degree in architecture 
and over three decades experience in advising on all types of heritage places and levels of 
significance. I was part of the team that prepared the currently endorsed Heritage 
Management Plan for the Australian War Memorial in 2011.  

In December 2019 I provided the Australian Institute of Architects with an independent 
assessment report on the AWM Development Project when it was Referred to DAWE under 
the EPBC Act. I had no starting position and the AIA did not direct or influence the content of 
my work in any way.  
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On 16 June 2020 I made a submission to the Australian Parliament Joint Public Works 
Committee (PWC) Inquiry into the Development Project and on 14 July I appeared via 
teleconference at the PWC Inquiry — a transcript of my opening statement and the questions 
answered are available in Hansard. 

Adverse Impacts on National and Commonwealth Heritage Values  
I strongly believe in the cultural importance and role of the Australian War Memorial and I 
support the AWM’s objectives to better address Australia’s involvement in recent conflicts. 
However, I believe the project as described in the Preliminary Documentation will result in 
many adverse heritage impacts and also reflects failures of process and methodology in 
relation to heritage considerations.  

I believe that there would be four key heritage impacts on the identified National and 
Commonwealth heritage values.  

Impact 1: The Glazed Link 

The glazed link addition will remove an ability to appreciate the Memorial’s free-standing form 
that is comprised of a cruciform plan and stepped massing surmounted by the dome, and 
which beautifully and simply evokes and communicates its role as a national memorial shrine. 
This glazed addition, together with the enlarged new Anzac Hall, will visually swamp the 
Memorial and stop it from communicating its deep cultural meaning. 

The AWM is wrong to assert that being able to see the rear of the Memorial from inside the 
glazed link is seeing it ‘in-the-round’, as this term relates to being able to appreciate the full 
external form of a free standing building and this full width and height glazed box added to the 
rear of the Memorial will certainly prevent that appreciation. 

The glazed link will also have significant impacts on key culturally significant views — not only 
in regard to the War Memorial, but also the urban form and landscape of Canberra.  

The current view from Mount Ainslie includes the Memorial as a free-standing element with its 
cruciform walls visible above and separate to the Anzac Hall. This separation and its deeper 
cultural meaning will be lost in views from Mount Ainslie with the new glazed addition.  

The new glazed link will also be visible along Anzac Parade rising above the Memorial. This 
visibility would be a direct and significant impact on the Memorial, Anzac Parade and the 
Parliament House Vista and is therefore totally unacceptable.  

In my opinion, the impact of the glazed link addition as well as the expansion, hardening and 
formalising of the landscape setting of the AWM, as discussed below, will impact the essential 
role and importance of landscape that underpins the urban form of Canberra and the Griffin 
Land Axis around which the idea of Canberra was created. 

Impact 2: Demolition of Anzac Hall  

The demolition of Anzac Hall would result in the loss of a highly contributory component in the 
Commonwealth Heritage listing of the AWM and contravenes management policy in both the 
2011 and 2019 Heritage Management Plans that require its retention.  
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The 2005 national architectural award for Anzac Hall as the best public building reflects its 
design qualities as contemporary design of the highest order that was also totally respectful of 
the past in its relationship to the Memorial. Like the AWM, the AIA represents the community 
as a whole and so this award expressed community confidence that contemporary creative 
design can respect the past and contribute to the future.  

This proposal to remove Anzac Hall without any real engagement with the original architects 
to work to conserve and adapt it is very disrespectful not just to them but also the community 
as a whole. In the Preliminary Documentation Submission (p35) the AWM says that it has 
‘consulted the architects of the current Anzac Hall as part of the moral rights process’. I 
contacted one of the original architects for my December 2019 report who said that the 
original design contract was prior to Moral Rights legislation and that while the AWM had 
contacted him in the required manner with an offer to consult on the demolition (but not 
retention of Anzac Hall) he has asserted (and not waived) his Moral Right in relation to the 
building — and there may also be other moral rights holders in relation to Anzac Hall. 

Impact 3: The new Southern Entry  

I appreciate the change in the project from the Referral stage where the existing entry would 
only be available on ceremonial occasions or for visits by dignitaries, to one where now the 
existing entry would still be available to visitors. This reflects that the AWM has listened to the 
feedback provided at the Referral stage about this impact. However, the change in the arrival 
experience to the War Memorial for the majority of public visitors at the southern entrance 
who will enter at the new lower level would still result in a reduction, delaying and obscuring 
what currently is an immediate and profound experience of the memorial aspect.  

I accept that this new alternative entrance provides for equitable access, however, the 
heritage impacts from this change in the arrival experience for the majority of visitors still 
needs to be acknowledged. 

While the Preliminary Documentation includes an Architectural Heritage Response 
(Attachment M) of the structural interventions in the southern façade of the existing 
Memorial, no reference is made to structural engineering and Geotech advice that supports 
the proposed ‘shoring-up’ two metres in front of the walls flanking the entry towers, rather 
than underpinning. This reads as ‘we think it should work’ in a situation where failure could be 
catastrophic.  

Impact 4: Changes associated with the Parade Ground and the site generally 

The enlargement, reshaping and regrading of the Parade Ground, together with the adjacent 
increased terracing, more ‘formal’ tree planting and the lower ground entry to the AWM via a 
bladed entry ‘façade’, with its large freestanding single set of steps, will greatly increase the 
extent of built form visible at the front of the Memorial from Anzac Parade. This will 
substantially damage the existing setting of the Memorial as a discrete shrine sitting gently 
above and within its own landscape. It will also a change the broader urban landscape and 
meaning of the Griffin Land Axis and start to make too much of Anzac Parade at the expense of 
the Land Axis as a whole.  
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The existing tapered chevron form of the Parade ground provides an appropriate termination 
of Anzac Parade before the currently separate Memorial itself. The proposed rectilinear 
arrangement of the Parade Ground and associated features rather than reinforcing qualities of 
Anzac Parade that finish with the Stone of Remembrance will now swamp that symbolic 
element and become a large forecourt to the Memorial that impacts both the Memorial and 
its setting and the broader urban form of Canberra and the importance of the Land Axis as a 
connecting line in the landscape. 

The EPBC Act Variation February 2020 also greatly expanded the area and scope of the project. 
While the Research Centre addition to the CEW Bean building will appropriately house 
research functions and free up display areas in the AWM proper, it has also created a far more 
visible built form in the overall landscape and will exacerbate the impacts of the Parade 
Ground works and further increase the overall hard landscape character that will result from 
the project.  

Issues with Preliminary Documentation  
While it is appreciated that the February 2020 Variation finally included all project aspects in a 
master planning sense (although it was silent on the need or the potential for changes to the 
interior of the Memorial itself) it greatly increased the scope and added additional impacts. 
Other project documentation was published for the first time only earlier this month in the 
Preliminary Documentation, including a completely new Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) 
report.  

I believe that the new HIS (a Heritage Impact Assessment is required under the EPBC Act) is 
flawed methodologically. Firstly, as a National Heritage Place the AWM is defined as a matter 
of National Environmental Significance (MNES) and the project should have been assessed 
against the NHL Significant Impact Criteria 1.1 and the CHL criteria 1.2. I also believe it to be 
inappropriate to use the NSW heritage guidelines that focus on the nature of change rather 
than the impacts on heritage values, as is required under the EPBC Act.  

Secondly, an HIS/HIA should firstly identify heritage impacts before providing an overall 
evaluation of the impacts. This HIS does not adequately identify impacts before it evaluates 
the impacts. For example, a theme of the HIS, and of the Preliminary Documentation generally, 
is that the positive social impacts of the new galleries outweighing impacts on the physical 
building and setting of the Memorial, without even attempting to acknowledge what these 
physical impacts will be. As noted above and in my PWC submissions, I do not agree with this 
premise: the physical heritage impacts will have a major adverse social heritage impact. 

Similarly, I generally disagree with the assessments in the HIS in relation to impacts on the 
National and Commonwealth values; in particular in relation to Criteria A Process & Events 
(Historic), B Rarity and E Aesthetic. For example, under the NHL Rarity Criterion B that 
identifies the relationship between the building, commemorative spaces and the collections, a 
Positive impact is assessed based on a claim of an expansion of this relationship, whereas I 
assess that the project will greatly damage and reduce this relationship and result in a High 
adverse impact. 
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Recommended Changes to the Project  
I strongly believe in the AWM and respect the project objectives to communicate recent 
stories of service, but not at the expense of the broad social values connected to its role as a 
Memorial. As noted in my December 2019 report and my PWC submission, I believe that 
during the project brief development the enlargement of display areas and minimised visitor 
walk times were prioritised at the expense of options that would have had far less heritage 
impacts. The areas of the glazed link and the new Anzac Hall are a direct result of the 
unquestioned increase in floor gallery floor areas. 

In my opinion, and in accordance with the EPBC Act guidelines, there are ‘prudent alternatives’ 
to retain the overall project and its objectives in relation to social values (but not at the 
expense of the deep social values found in the Memorial as a place), while also reducing the 
heritage impacts and total expenditure. These prudent alternatives are referred to in the 
following recommendations: 

• A number of factors can be varied to ‘revise down’ the project brief areas considerably so 
that Anzac Hall is retained and the glazed link is not needed. This could include greater 
curatorial cycling of exhibits and use of galleries for temporary exhibits, including the main 
Memorial building interior and galleries with reference to the tolerance for change in the 
HMP, other display development on the campus but separate to the Memorial and other 
development off campus, such as at Treloar. (I note that the main Memorial interior has 
received virtually no reference in the current plans but it is difficult to see it not requiring 
more funds than in the currently defined project scope and costings.) 

• If the new southern entry is approved then this should be on the basis of a condition of 
approval that ensures that the current entry is permanently retained for visitors in the 
current manner and without the need for prior approval. While it will continue to be used 
as an entrance on ceremonial occasions and for dignitaries etc, this entrance should not be 
referred to as the Ceremonial entrance as it has always been the public entrance.  

• To reduce impacts from the bladed wall façade adjacent to the Parade Ground on the 
setting of the Memorial, the lower ground connection from the new southern entrance to 
the Parade Ground should be removed from the project.  

• Work with the original architects of Anzac Hall, and in the spirit of respecting their moral 
rights, to adapt and/or provide additions to it while retaining its key architectural qualities 
(see below in relation to an underground link to the Memorial).  

• Delete the glazed link while creating a new below ground level link from the Memorial to 
the retained and adaptively reused Anzac Hall.  

• In addition to removing the blade wall façade noted above, the set of steps and all the 
current changes to the Parade Ground area should be removed from the current project 
given the heritage impacts on the landscape setting of the AWM and potentially on the 
urban form of Canberra more generally. Carefully reconsider any future change to the 
Parade Ground in association with the NCA and Australian Heritage Council so that there 
are no heritage impacts to the overall AWM cultural landscape and the broader urban 
landscape of Canberra. 
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Notwithstanding these opportunities to revise the project, it should not proceed further until 
such time as a revised Heritage Management Plan is accredited under the EPBC Act.  

Conclusion and Recommendations 
The Australian War Memorial is a vitally important national institution that needs to be able to 
change and evolve in the stories it tells of conflict. However, this needs to be done in a 
balanced and carefully manner so that its simplicity and directness as a national memorial are 
retained.  

The proposed glazed link, the new southern entry and the parade ground changes included in 
the AWM’s Preliminary Documentation would greatly impact an ability to appreciate the 
cultural meaning of the place as a whole. The demolition of Anzac Hall, a highly contributory 
and award winning contemporary component of the site, would disrespect the public support 
and processes in play. 

Under the EPBC Act 1999 an action is likely to have a significant impact on the National 
Heritage values of a National Heritage place if there is a real chance or possibility that one or 
more values will be: lost, degraded, damaged, altered, modified, obscured or diminished. All of 
these impacts except loss will occur immediately, although loss will follow soon enough.  

Given these significant adverse impacts on National and Commonwealth heritage values the 
Project should not proceed and should be withdrawn in its current state and be revised. This 
submission contains a number of suggestions for the ‘prudent alternatives’ that are required 
to be addressed under the EPBC Act 1999.  

However, if the Project proceeds as currently proposed it will have major adverse heritage 
impacts on the National and Commonwealth heritage values of the Australian War Memorial 
and in accordance with the EPBC Act and associated MNES guidelines, DAWE should therefore 
recommend refusal of the project.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

Geoff Ashley 
PRINCIPAL  

29 July 2020  





SUBMISSION CONCERNING THE AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

 

Introduction 

I welcome the opportunity to provide some positive comment in support of the Australian 

War Memorial Development Project during its Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation Act Controlled Action assessment. 

I have had a close association with the Memorial, particularly over the past 30 years, as a 

senior Army Officer, RSL National President, Member of Council, and presently, Chair of 

the AWM ANZAC Foundation. I attended the initial launch of the Project in November 

2019. 

The Memorial stands as an iconic National Institution, telling the stories of Australia’s 

extensive involvement in conflicts, and peace-keeping operations, and importantly, the 

impacts on families of those who fought. It offers one of the most telling ways of 

impressing on others in the wider community, the nature and consequence of our many 

overseas deployments. We see it as more than a museum; it is a memorial to the many 

who have given their lives, and a place of solemn commemoration, it is a repository of 

much of our military history, and a rich source of research material. For those less familiar 

with our involvement in conflict, it presents a stark reminder of the cost of service, and 

the imperative to do what we can to prevent war into the future. 

 

Recent Developments 

The Memorial has experienced significant sympathetic enhancements over the past 25 

years in particular. These have provided expanded exhibition and administrative space to 

accommodate increasing public visitations and attendance at commemorative events, as 

well as some space to recognise some of our more recent engagements. These have been 

of considerable importance to those who participated in those operations and their 

families directly impacted.  

Technology has been more effectively incorporated into many of the displays with 

excellent effect. 

We have reached the point, however, where a major generational redevelopment is 

required to be able to adequately tell the stories of more recent and possible future 

military engagements without compromising the historical presentations and stories of 

our participation in the two major global confrontations of the 20th Century, in which 

many young Australians are showing increasing interest and awareness through the 

stories of their forebears. We need to now look out to the possible needs of the 22nd 

Century. 
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The Memorial’s annual visitor numbers of more than 1 million attest to the community 

interest in better understanding some of the key elements of our national character, and 

the traditions we are expected to uphold and cherish. 

Of the options considered, a major expansion within the space available on the present 

site is seen as more practical for visitation, security, administration, and commemoration, 

than establishing secondary or satellite displays elsewhere. It is important that visitors, 

for whatever purpose, have the opportunity to at least reflect on the solemnity of the 

commemorative area, and the records of those who have given their lives in our name. 

In exploring options for expansion, it has been critical to maintain the original façade and 

outlook onto Anzac Parade, our ceremonial avenue, and towards Parliament House where 

the decisions are made about our overseas commitments. In the design presented, the 

dignity is being maintained while offering expanded space, better access and circulation, 

and an enhanced visitor experience.  

 

The New Southern Entrance 

This creatively designed entrance facilitates the arrival and departure of visitors, 

particularly those with special mobility needs, while preserving the existing central and 

more formal entrance. Being low set, the new southern entrance does not intrude on the 

vista from either the Memorial to Anzac Parade, or looking from Anzac Parade. I would 

strenuously refute those occasional suggestions that these and related enhancements will 

turn the Memorial into a theme park. 

 

Anzac Hall 

Much concern has been raised about the proposed demolition of Anzac Hall. These are 

understandable concerns as this is an award-winning building, not yet 20 years old, and 

providing much of the present indoor large object display area. 

I note that several options had been carefully considered with a view to integrating the 

present Anzac Hall into the new design. In the event, the compromises that would have to 

be made, the additional cost, and the limited assessed benefit, did not produce the 

optimum solution. It would impose design limitations and the end result may not remain 

close to or sympathetic with the main building.  

It is often the case that buildings are demolished rather than renovated before the end of 

their useful life so that a better and more enduring longer-term solution may be put in 

place to meet the need. Anzac Hall is such a case. 

The replacement facility in this case has been sensitively designed to provide an additional 

4,000 square metres of gallery space, incorporating that area occupied by the present 

Anzac Hall. 

 



 

 

The Visitor Experience 

Visitors do not just visit the Memorial to look at military hardware. They come to learn 

the stories of Australia’s involvement in conflict, the impact this had on the nation, and on 

families, and through this, gain a deeper appreciation of how we might prevent conflict or 

better prepare for it if it becomes inevitable. The displays support those endeavours. The 

Memorial stands as a major repository of Australia’s social heritage, supported by several 

other museums and memorials around Australia, and complemented by our other 

national institutions. Without diminishing the substantial legacy of our broader social 

history, the good and not-so-good aspects, it is our Servicemen and Women, and those 

many citizens who have supported them, who have contributed most substantially to 

maintaining our liberty and our way of life. 

Some of the families of current and recent Servicemen and Women who visit the 

Memorial may feel that the contribution of their loved ones is somewhat undervalued 

due to the minimal space available to tell their story. This needs to be corrected, but as 

previously noted, not at the expense of the substantial stories of earlier conflicts. This is a 

question of balance and equity. Many veterans expect that in telling their story, the 

Memorial is fulfilling its role of public education and in portraying their experiences, 

better allowing the community to appreciate the value of their contribution. This is also 

important for those who may contemplate a Service career in the future. 

 

Summary 

The Memorial has developed an expansive but sensitive project which will allow it to 

effectively continue to meet its obligations under the Australian War Memorial Act 1962, 

well into the future. 

Heritage considerations have been comprehensively incorporated into the consideration 

of the development, and should continue to be as the project progresses. These include 

specifically both the heritage of the physical structure of the Memorial, and the social 

heritage it is charged to maintain. 

The Development is clearly seen to be overcoming the  key reasons which gave rise to its 

need, most particularly, a lack of space to provide equitable coverage of more recent 

operations, the lack of capacity to offer a broader insight into conflict and how to avoid it, 

and the limited  functionality to be able to accommodate increasing numbers of visitors. I 

support these endeavours.  

 

William Crews 
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1. This response is in three parts, dealing with: 

 some false premises of the Memorial’s case for the expansion project, both in the 

heritage documentation under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation (EPBC) Act and in general 

 heritage impacts of the project that the Memorial’s heritage documentation 

underplays or glosses over, and 

 overblown claims and flawed methodology in the Memorial’s consultation with the 

public. 

False premises: not caught in the Act 
‘Equitable basis’ is a made-up term 

2. Paragraph 3.1 of the Memorial’s Preliminary Documentation Submission says this: 

The Memorial’s Council considers that the Memorial currently does not adequately 

tell the stories of those servicemen and servicewomen who have served Australia in 

more recent conflicts and operations on an equitable basis as required by the 

Australian War Memorial Act 1980. (Emphasis added.) 

3. People familiar with the Memorial’s Act were surprised by the claim that it said anything 

about equitable treatment of cohorts of servicemen and servicewomen. Questioned by 

Heritage Guardians, the Memorial came up with a lengthy emailed justification about 

how it has ‘interpreted the Act’.  

4. In Heritage Guardians’ view, however. the justification for ‘equitable basis’ is not in the 

Memorial’s Act but in its Corporate Plan 2019-23, not legislation of the Parliament like 

the Act, but a glossy document signed off by the then Director, Dr Brendan Nelson. The 

Plan at page 6, under the heading ‘Strategic Vision 2019-39’, says,  

Through this redevelopment the Memorial will record and tell the stories of the 

more than 100,000 Australians who have served on peacekeeping operations in East 

Timor, Afghanistan, and Iraq, and on humanitarian operations, ensuring their service 

is commemorated just as is the service of the National Collection. (Emphasis 

added.) 

https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/system/files/documents/AWM%20Corporate%20Plan%202019-2023.pdf
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5. While the words are garbled, the bolded section at the end of that quote sounds rather 

like ‘equitable basis’: recent service is to be recognised ‘just as’ is the service of 

Australians in earlier wars recorded in the Memorial’s collection.  

6. Having committed to the redevelopment project, the Memorial wrote appropriate 

words into its Corporate Plan. The ‘just as’ words were new in the 2019-23 plan but the 

2018-19 Plan (again signed off by the then Director) had been similar: ‘[the Memorial] 

will seek to engage contemporary and younger veterans and ensure their stories are 

recorded and told in the same manner as those who served before them’ (page 11).  

7. So, to claim that ‘equitable basis’ is required by the Memorial’s Act is simply wrong. 

‘Equitable basis’ is an artefact of the Memorial’s corporate planning process. If the 

Memorial wants ‘equitable basis’ to be in its Act, it should persuade the responsible 

Minister and the Parliament to make this happen. This careless, perhaps even dishonest, 

claim at the very beginning of the Memorial’s heritage documentation throws a shadow 

over the whole 600 plus pages of material. 

Paying respect does not depend on space 

8. How then does the Memorial’s documentation make the case for ‘equitable basis’? In 

the Attachments to its submission, the Memorial offers just one page (Attachment D) of 

‘examples of lack of capacity to recognise all conflict and operations’. There is barely a 

page in the submission proper (paras 3.2-3.5) on ‘[t]he need for the project’. That page 

includes the suggestion that overcoming ‘a perception that the service of some veterans 

is more important than the service of others’ depends on gaining more space. The 

Memorial also claims that ‘with the lack of gallery space there is no opportunity to 

respectfully and equitably describe the broader context of war’.  

9. Equating respect with space is, of course, nonsense. It would be better evidence of 

respect if the Memorial were to make hard decisions about the allocation of its existing 

space to the various wars and warlike operations – and peacekeeping operations – that 

Australia has been involved in, rather than clamouring for more space. If the result of 

such decision-making privileged recent military involvements compared with, say, the 

Boer War of 1899-1902 or the New South Wales contingent to the Sudan in 1885, few 

Australians today would quibble. 

https://www.awm.gov.au/about/organisation/corporate/corporate-plan-2018-2019
https://www.awm.gov.au/about/organisation/corporate/corporate-plan-2018-2019
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
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10. All cultural institutions in Australia and the rest of the world must make hard decisions 

about which small proportions of their total holdings can be on display at any one time. 

Why should the Memorial be any different? Heritage Guardians is not against 

recognition of service in recent wars and peacekeeping. It just believes that recognition 

should be provided within the Memorial’s existing space. (See also paras 5-10 of 

Heritage Guardians’ submission No. 40 to the Public Works Committee (PWC) inquiry.)  

‘Therapeutic milieu’ 

11. The Memorial’s claims about the therapeutic powers of its exhibitions have always been 

heavy on emotion and light on evidence. See, for example, the testimonials on the 

Memorial’s website and in its on-site ‘pop-up’ exhibition and the many public 

statements by the former and current Directors of the Memorial. (An example from 

former Director Nelson. See also: Director Anderson’s evidence to the PWC hearing, 14 

July 2020, Draft Hansard, pages 31 and 37.) 

12. Heritage Guardians’ submission No. 40 to the PWC (paras 11-14) rebuts the claims that 

the Memorial can provide a ‘therapeutic milieu’, healing and validation for servicemen 

and women. Dr Charlotte Palmer, a retired GP with 25 years’ experience in treating 

psychological trauma, looked thoroughly at potentially relevant literature and drew this 

conclusion: 

PTSD and Moral Injury are complex and profoundly disruptive to the lives of 

sufferers and their families … Any well-founded therapeutic input is welcome, but 

glib and selective accounts or affecting anecdotes from individuals – like those found 

in the Memorial’s promotional material – are insufficient to justify the claim that an 

expanded Memorial, replete with retired military machinery, will provide a 

therapeutic milieu. 

‘The Anzac cloak’ 

13. Ultimately, the Memorial’s case for the project relies not on claims about healing but on 

what historian Peter Cochrane called ‘the Anzac cloak’: ‘Drape “Anzac” over an 

argument and, like a magic cloak, the argument is sacrosanct’. The Anzac cloak means 

that normal standards of public accountability do not apply; the Memorial benefits from 

special treatment and the perception that it is a sacred institution.  

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works/AustralianWarMemorial/Submissions
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works/AustralianWarMemorial/Submissions
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourvision
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourvision
https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/the-strategist-six-brendan-nelson/
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works/AustralianWarMemorial/Submissions
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/palmer-charlotte-with-david-stephens-evidence-based-interventions-for-ptsd-related-to-military-service-what-is-the-role-of-the-australian-war-memorial/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/palmer-charlotte-with-david-stephens-evidence-based-interventions-for-ptsd-related-to-military-service-what-is-the-role-of-the-australian-war-memorial/
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourvision
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourvision
https://theconversation.com/the-past-is-not-sacred-the-history-wars-over-anzac-38596
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14. This alleged special status was clear from a statement by then Director Nelson in April 

2018:  

Whatever the cost [of the Memorial project], as one man said to me: “We’ve already 

paid. We’ve paid in blood, and whatever the government spends on the Australian 

War Memorial … will never be enough”. (Emphasis added.) 

15. In similar vein was Prime Minister Morrison’s speech in November 2018 to launch the 

project where he said, ‘The funding will allow the Memorial to implement these plans 

and not be limited in its ambition’. (Emphasis added.) Those two remarks supporting 

open-ended funding are triumphs of hyperbole but must be anathema to anyone who 

believes in sound public administration and a fair distribution of money between 

institutions. 

16. Opponents of the Memorial project have been seen – wrongly – as un-Australian or anti-

Anzac. Some of the former Director’s characterisations of the opponents were as 

inaccurate as they were silly. (An example.) Heritage Guardians can identify with the 

comment of the CEO of the Australian Institute of Architects, Julia Cambage, in recent 

testimony to the PWC (Draft Hansard, page 19): 

Disappointingly, representatives of the memorial have sought to belittle and 

misrepresent [the Institute’s] concerns. They have disingenuously and quite 

offensively sought to cast the institute [sic] opposition of the proposed expansion as 

a failure to support measures to better honour Australian service men and women 

who served in modern conflicts and operations. 

17. Heritage Guardians does not object to some Australians regarding the Memorial as 

sacred. Other Australians need not see it that way. Irrespective of how the Memorial is 

seen, however, public money spent on it should be treated with the same rigour – and 

with the same basis in evidence – as money spent elsewhere by government.  

Underplayed and glossed over: heritage impacts:  
Design choice and the destruction of Anzac Hall 

18. The Memorial’s submission at sections 4.3-4.4 summarises the design choice process up 

to the point that Option 1, including the destruction of Anzac Hall, went forward to 

further development. Heritage Guardians’ detailed 2019 study (prepared by former 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-04-07/underground-war-memorial-expansion-tipped-to-top-500-million/9627910
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-04-07/underground-war-memorial-expansion-tipped-to-top-500-million/9627910
https://www.pm.gov.au/media/address-australian-war-memorial-masterplan-redevelopment
https://www.pm.gov.au/media/address-australian-war-memorial-masterplan-redevelopment
https://aboutregional.com.au/nelson-blasts-war-memorial-expansion-critics-in-retirement-announcement/
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/llewellyn-richard-the-australian-war-memorial-extensions-a-critique-of-the-design-choice/
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senior officer at the Memorial, Richard Llewellyn) of Memorial documents made 

available under FOI came to these conclusions about the process: 

Examination of the [Memorial’s] Options Assessment Report suggests that 

remarkably little reliable evidence was gathered during the Report’s preparation. In 

fact, the Report can be read as nothing more than a detailed (though loosely 

accurate) statement of a predetermined position requiring “validation” through a 

consultant’s report. In other words, the answer was written before the questions 

were asked ... 

The Options Assessment Report refers to “metrics” used for assessing options but 

only includes one metric (apart from some references to distances). Other so-called 

metrics are actually objectives or goals or aims … 

In assessing the degree to which options meet objectives the Memorial’s consultants 

[in the absence of metrics] used a subjective measure to determine success against 

another subjective measure. 

Assessment against technical standards is largely missing from the Options 

Assessment Report, but emotive, evidence-free putdowns of non-preferred options 

are common. 

Expenditure of the magnitude suggested should be supported by a robust and 

reliable presentation of the reasons for it, not just simple statements of belief ... 

The preferred option (Option 1) of replacing Anzac Hall with a two-level structure (of 

which one level would be substantially if not completely underground) is an 

extremely poor idea. It is costly, cumbersome and fraught with unnecessary risk 

factors to do with the heaviness of Large Technology Objects, difficulties in 

manoeuvring them, the need for multiple access points, drainage, and other factors. 

19. So, a deeply flawed decision process led to an outcome including the destruction of 

Anzac Hall. Heritage Guardians notes that its submission No. 40 to the PWC (pages 2-3) 

included questions relating to this process and that the PWC agreed to put these 

questions to the Memorial. Heritage Guardians looks forward to the Memorial’s 

response. 

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works/AustralianWarMemorial/Submissions
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20. Meanwhile, the Memorial’s Heritage Impact Assessment, prepared in June 2020 by 

Harold Abrahams Architects, says this (Attachment C to submission, page 57) about the 

destruction of Anzac Hall: ‘The loss of the existing ANZAC Hall is a sole significant loss of 

value … The demolition of ANZAC Hall has a substantial negative impact on the heritage 

significance of the place.’ 

21. Heritage Guardians agrees with this assessment and supports submitters to this process, 

particularly the Australian Institute of Architects, who oppose the destruction of Anzac 

Hall and who see that destruction as incompatible with the project proceeding in its 

current form. Heritage Guardians endorses the view of former Memorial Director, Major 

General Steve Gower (Ret’d) that ‘[t]he decision [to destroy Anzac Hall] is a prize 

example of philistine vandalism masquerading as progress’. 

22. Moreover, as noted above, the proposed two-level replacement Anzac Hall will have 

problematic design features both internally (point loadings, access and drainage) and in 

relation to the rest of the building. (See also: Richard Llewellyn’s 2019 analysis for 

Heritage Guardians, paras 91-100.) Future managers of and visitors to the Memorial may 

well bear the consequences of this foolish decision. 

Front façade allegedly ‘unchanged’ 

23. The Memorial persists in claiming that the south-facing façade of the Memorial will be 

unchanged by the project. (An example.) This is despite the evidence of its own 

illustrations in the heritage documentation, which clearly show the extent of change.  

 

https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.smh.com.au/national/war-memorial-overreach-spending-500m-and-they-ll-demolish-anzac-hall-20191120-p53ceb.html
https://www.smh.com.au/national/war-memorial-overreach-spending-500m-and-they-ll-demolish-anzac-hall-20191120-p53ceb.html
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/wp-content/uploads/1728-Llewellyn-FINAL.pdf
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/wp-content/uploads/1728-Llewellyn-FINAL.pdf
https://www.afr.com/politics/federal/war-memorial-boss-rejects-theme-park-redevelopment-concerns-20200626-p556ix
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24. The extended description of the work at paras 7.2.1-7.2.7 of the Memorial’s submission 

also gives the lie to claims of lack of change. There is enough change to involve (in the 

words of the submission under a heading ‘Impacts upon significant fabric, spatial 

relationships and views affected and steps to mitigate’) removal and reinstatement of 

original fabric at entrance, change to the visitor arrival experience, structural risk from 

subterranean connection, glass lift access to access New Southern Entrance, oculus 

inserted into Main Building forecourt, and Parliament House Vista from the south. 

25. In view of the above, it is very difficult to agree with the summary conclusion of the 

Heritage Impact Statement that the changes in this area of the Memorial have ‘a 

generally positive impact’ on heritage values (Attachment C to the Memorial’s 

submission, page 57.) The Statement recognises ‘some negative impact arising from the 

protruding oculus on the land axis, and the treatment of the introduced terrace wall 

with slots and freestanding stair’. Heritage Guardians believes this understates the 

impact of these changes. 

26. Distinguished architect, Roger Pegrum, said this to the PWC (Draft Hansard, page 10) 

about the plans for the front of the building: 

I just draw the attention of the proponents and the committee to the fact that you 

are dealing with a potentially fragile load-bearing brick building, and digging an 

underground entrance into it is not something that can be done quickly or without 

considerable care … 

https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
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If built as drawn, it is an irreversible and complete change to the appearance of the 

memorial. For a number of reasons, including those that could be labelled as 

heritage reasons, it should not, I believe, be allowed to proceed. 

27. To sum up, the new southern entrance and façade, including the oculus, will change the 

sense of arrival to the Memorial, alter the front view of the original building, remove 

forecourt stairs and plinths, produce risks to structural integrity, set up uncertain 

relationships between the new entrance and the rest of the building, and involve 

engineering challenges.  

What happened to the Heritage Management Plan? 

28. The Memorial’s submission proper hardly refers to the Memorial’s Heritage 

Management Plan (HMP) of 2011, let alone the withdrawn draft HMP of 2019 (see 

below para 32), yet para 1.4.3 of the submission mentions the Plan as one of the key 

documents that the Memorial refers to when making changes to its site.  

29. The Memorial’s Heritage Impact Assessment (Attachment C to the submission) goes 

through the policies in the Plan, marking most of them ‘Complies’, with a few ‘Partly 

complies’ and a couple ‘Does not comply’, relating to Anzac Hall.  

30. A key finding, against ‘Policy 1.11 Conserve, manage and interpret the Anzac Hall as a 

part of the AWM main building’, reads ‘The proposal includes the demolition of ANZAC 

Hall and therefore does not conserve it. Does not comply [with the Policy] (page 53).’ If 

heritage management plans are to be more than an empty concept that finding alone 

should be decisive and bring the Memorial project to a halt. ‘Demolishing Anzac Hall 

would breach the War Memorial's own heritage management plan’, said Julia Cambage 

of the Australian Institute of Architects to the PWC (Draft Hansard, page 19). 

31. The planned destruction of Anzac Hall directly contradicts the status of the Hall in the 

2011 HMP. That Plan describes Anzac Hall as ‘architecturally impressive’ (page 13) and it 

is listed among features of the Memorial that ‘act as reminders of important events and 

people in Australia’s history’ (page 35). The 2011 Plan continues to be the relevant plan 

for the purposes of DAWE assessment. 

32. The Memorial put out a revised Heritage Management Plan for consultation in 2019, 

including words on Anzac Hall identical to those in the 2011 plan, but the revision was 

https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/sites/default/files/AWM%20Heritage%20Management%20Plan%20Jan%202011.pdf
https://www.awm.gov.au/sites/default/files/AWM%20Heritage%20Management%20Plan%20Jan%202011.pdf
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
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withdrawn from circulation and does not now appear on the Memorial’s website. Katie 

Burgess in the Canberra Times pointed to the discrepancy between the words in the 

draft Plan and the Memorial’s plans for Anzac Hall. 

33. Heritage Guardians support the heritage arguments put by the Australian Institute of 

Architects. The AIA said it had ‘significant and ongoing concerns about the 

redevelopment project regarding the planned demolition of Anzac Hall and threats to 

the heritage value of the site, including the nationally significant Eastern Precinct 

Development’. The Institute’s consultant, Ashley Built Heritage, said the overall project 

‘has significant heritage impacts arising from the bulk, scale and location of the new 

work such that further detail and minor modification would not remove that significant 

impact’. Architect Roger Pegrum told the PWC (Draft Hansard, page 9), ‘The demolition 

of Anzac Hall and construction of new exhibitions as proposed, hard up against the 

memorial, is not clever; it's not the answer and it should not be approved’. Heritage 

Guardians agrees with him. 

Overblown claims and dodgy methodology: consultation process 
Where did the consultation caravan stop and how were questions asked? 

34. The Memorial’s statements about consultation, including those made recently by the 

Director and other Memorial staff to the PWC (as shown in the Draft Hansard of the 

PWC hearing on 14 July), consistently reveal a credibility gap between claim and 

evidence. The following examples support this statement. 

35. The Memorial made a great show of consultation over eight weeks in August-September 

2018, analysed the results thoroughly, then took them off its website after Honest 

History pointed out that only 134 people had responded, despite an extensive 

promotion campaign of ‘dedicated website content, social media content, email address 

[sic], stakeholder forums, drop-in information sessions, pop-up events within the 

Memorial and a digital scrapbook to capture feedback’.  The results reappeared in 

November 2019, buried in the Memorial’s first EPBC heritage referral. Heritage 

Guardians, by contrast, early in 2019 gathered 1236 signatures in two weeks on a 

petition against the project. The AIA has more than 1200 signatures on its petition 

against the demolition of Anzac Hall.  

https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6326625/respect-part-of-war-memorial-slated-for-demolition-heritage-plan/#gsc.tab=0
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6326625/respect-part-of-war-memorial-slated-for-demolition-heritage-plan/#gsc.tab=0
https://wp.architecture.com.au/anzachall/wp-content/uploads/sites/90/2019/12/20191213-AWM-Redevelopment-Submission-review-of-EPBC-Act-1999-GA.pdf
https://wp.architecture.com.au/anzachall/wp-content/uploads/sites/90/2019/12/20191213-AWM-Redevelopment-Submission-review-of-EPBC-Act-1999-GA.pdf
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/war-memorial-releases-report-on-public-consultation-for-500-million-extensions/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/war-memorial-releases-report-on-public-consultation-for-500-million-extensions/
http://epbcnotices.environment.gov.au/_entity/annotation/34e9e26a-640a-ea11-8aa6-005056842ad1/a71d58ad-4cba-48b6-8dab-f3091fc31cd5?t=1591671261298
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stephens-david-thoughts-of-the-people-against-the-war-memorials-grandiose-extensions-project/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stephens-david-thoughts-of-the-people-against-the-war-memorials-grandiose-extensions-project/
https://wp.architecture.com.au/anzachall/petition/
https://wp.architecture.com.au/anzachall/petition/
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36. Then there was the Memorial’s consultation undertaken in late 2019 and 2020. This 

consultation was done in four formats: ‘face to face presentations and [community drop 

in] sessions facilitated by Memorial staff at one of 46 locations [sic] across the country; 

written correspondence received through a dedicated email address 

(development@awm.gov.au) and a demographically representative online survey’ 

(Attachment S1 to the Memorial’s submission, page 5).  

37. Oddly, the Memorial lumps these four consultation methods together to give a total 

respondent figure of 1031, even though the type of input for or against derived from, 

say, a drop-in session would be rather different in form and quality from that derived 

from an ‘online survey’. Is support derived from a quick visit to a drop-in session worth 

as much as that contained in a considered letter to the Memorial. How is that support to 

be weighted against opposition expressed by a letter? It is not good statistical practice 

to combine data from diverse consultation formats, in this case, mixing quantitative data 

from the ‘online survey’ with qualitative data from the other formats. 

38. The Memorial’s presentation of an overall ‘supportive’ number of 76 per cent 

(Attachment S1, page 7) glosses over the fact that 32 out of the 55 pieces of 

correspondence the Memorial received, or 58 per cent, were against the project. Such 

slippery treatment of numbers does not instil confidence in the study overall. 

39. Those heavy numbers in support are, moreover, so much against other evidence of 

community feeling that it is necessary to question them. In a Canberra Times poll in June 

2019, for example, 80 per cent of respondents were in favour of a statement by former 

Memorial Director, Brendon Kelson, that the project should not proceed. By Heritage 

Guardians’ count, letter-writers to the editor of the Canberra Times on the subject have 

also been more than 80 per cent against, as have submissions to the PWC inquiry.  

40. Further, both the two petitions referred to in para 35 above, with nation-wide and 

international signatories, gathered more support – over 1200 each – than the 

Memorial’s consultation efforts during November 2019 to February 2020. The Heritage 

Guardians open letter in March 2019 (83 signatories) and the Heritage Guardians 

submission No. 15 to the PWC (82 names) saw many distinguished Australians from all 

over the country express views against the project.  

https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/wp-content/uploads/CT-poll-on-AWM-expansion-scanned-001.jpg
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/wp-content/uploads/CT-poll-on-AWM-expansion-scanned-001.jpg
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works/AustralianWarMemorial/Submissions
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/opposition-to-war-memorials-498-million-extensions-grows-more-than-80-distinguished-australians-sign-letter/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/opposition-to-war-memorials-498-million-extensions-grows-more-than-80-distinguished-australians-sign-letter/
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works/AustralianWarMemorial/Submissions
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works/AustralianWarMemorial/Submissions
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41. One reason for the Memorial’s strange figures could be found in where the consultation 

took place, where the Memorial consultation caravan stopped. The Memorial has a table 

of ‘EPBC Consultation Events’ at page 121 of Attachment S1. The table shows: 

 21 locations at 22 venues in metropolitan cities and suburbs and regional cities saw 

46 events, either presentations or drop-in sessions (elsewhere, there is a reference 

to 46 locations – see above, para 36)  

 32 of the events, or 70 per cent, were held in RSL or other ex-military clubs or at the 

War Memorial or the Shrine of Remembrance in Melbourne 

 the average attendance at the 46 events was just ten people, with the highest 

attendance 38 and the lowest just one person (at a presentation at the Wagga 

Wagga RSL on 5 December).  

42. It is not surprising that events held at such heavily ‘military’ venues produced favourable 

responses to the project. The Memorial, at Attachment S1 to its submission, page 5, tries 

to conceal the heavy representation of RSL and ex-service clubs: ‘Events were conducted 

in a variety of locations including at the Memorial as well as museums, libraries, town 

halls, and clubs’. The attendance may have been skewed also by advice put out 

(according to reports received by Heritage Guardians) by some venues to potential 

attendees that the events were ‘invitation only’. 

43. It is also worth noting in passing that the Memorial Director and two other Memorial 

officers told the PWC recently that the Memorial team had visited ’42 locations’ or ’42 

places’ (PWC Draft Hansard, pages 31, 35 and 40.) The Memorial’s own statistic – 21 

locations – gives the lie to these careless claims.  

44. Then, one could look at the characteristics of those who took part in the four forms of 

consultation. ‘The Memorial notes’, we are told at page 7 of Attachment S1 to its 

submission, ‘that the participants at presentations or CDI sessions and written 

correspondents were mainly reflective of those already interested in or involved with 

the Memorial such as veterans or defence family members’.  

45. There is more below on the ‘online survey’, which the Memorial claims (again at page 7 

of Attachment S1), ‘was designed to, and does, represent a broader cross section of the 

Australian community’ – broader, that is, than the representation in the other formats 

https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
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such as RSL clubs. Careful to find this broader cross-section, the Memorial has no 

qualms, however, about lumping together results from the four disparate formats to 

come up with ‘General sentiment’ (Attachment S1, page 7): data from the 

‘representative’ online survey is combined with data from face-to-face events, even 

though the Memorial admits that participation at these events was skewed towards 

older people and was disproportionately male (Attachment S1, pages 32-33).   

46. Finally, there is the way the project was promoted at the presentations and drop-in 

sessions (462 attendees in total). At page 90 and following of Attachment S1 to the 

Memorial’s submission is ‘EPBC Presentation, December 2019’. It is a glossy and slick 

presentation of dot points and architect’s illustrations. The servicemen and women 

pictured are glowing with health and airbrushing. There is no mention of costs, of the 

destruction of Anzac Hall, of opposition. How could anyone say no to such a project? It is 

surprising that just under a quarter of those attending and witnessing this sales pitch 

resisted it and remained opposed to the project or wanted more information. Perhaps 

they asked questions about what the presentations glossed over. 

Not a ‘survey’ at all 

47. We turn now to the Memorial’s ‘online survey’, reported at page 74 and following of  

Attachment S1 to the Memorial’s submission. The Memorial’s contractors, Faster 

Horses, (‘We combine art and science to find meaning in patterns, that others don’t 

see’)  described how they weighted the data to ensure they had a nationally 

representative sample. The contractors paid attention to location, age and gender but 

apparently not to cultural and linguistic diversity. This is a glaring omission in the 

Australia of 2020. 

48. Despite the exercise being described by the Memorial development project’s Executive 

Director at Estimates (page 148) and before the PWC (Draft Hansard, page 40) as a 

‘survey’, it was not a survey in any real sense, that is, an honest canvassing of opinions. 

Instead, it sought ‘feedback’ to carefully constructed leading questions. ‘The primary aim 

of this research’, says the report at page 77 of Attachment S1, ‘was to assess how the 

Australian public feels about the proposed developments to the Australian War 

Memorial (AWM), and whether this development aligns with the AWM’s Social Values’. 

https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://fasterhorses.consulting/
https://fasterhorses.consulting/
https://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/download/committees/estimate/0f0b5852-52eb-4512-a770-74925492ef67/toc_pdf/Foreign%20Affairs,%20Defence%20and%20Trade%20Legislation%20Committee_2020_03_04_7607_Official.pdf;fileType=application%2Fpdf#search=%22committees/estimate/0f0b5852-52eb-4512-a770-74925492ef67/0000%22
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
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49. For example, respondents were asked to read this sentence: ‘The time has come to 

modernise and expand the Australian War Memorial’s galleries and buildings so it can 

tell the continuing story of Australia’s involvement in modern conflicts’. They were then 

shown some attractive images of the project. There was nothing about the cost, nothing 

about the opposition to the project or the arguments against it, nothing about other 

options. 

50. Then followed a brief description of the elements of the project and this concluding 

sentence: ‘Sensitively connected to the existing landscape, the detailed plans will ensure 

the heritage façade remains unchanged’. (On that last debatable point, see above paras 

23-26.) Given that just 21 per cent of the sample had heard of the Memorial project 

(Attachment S1 to the Memorial’s submission, page 79), it would have been easy for 

these prompted messages to take hold.  Forty-two per cent of respondents admitted to 

having little or no knowledge about the AWM’s role and functions (Attachment S1, page 81). 

Respondents like this would have been especially susceptible to Faster Horses laden with 

glowing descriptions of the Memorial’s plans. 

51. Another question gave respondents a description of how the Memorial contributes to 

Australian social values at present and then asked them whether the Memorial would 

still deliver on those values once the proposed development was complete. ‘After 

learning about the planned development, the level of total agreement that the AWM 

will deliver social heritage values increased slightly from 78% to 83% (page 84).’ 

52. Questions like those that Faster Horses pitched are bound to lead to favourable 

responses, and these questions did just that for three-quarters of those providing 

feedback. The phrase, ‘They would say that, wouldn’t they?’ comes to mind. Particularly 

if, as noted above, a large proportion of those surveyed had no pre-existing knowledge. 

53. The Memorial Director’s testimony to the PWC shows the leading question habit persists 

there and, interestingly, delivers the same level of support: 

Then the question [put to visitors to the Memorial] is, “Do you agree with the need 

to more fully tell the stories of modern conflicts, peacekeeping and humanitarian 

operations?” Eighty-six per cent of people said yes. Eighty-one per cent strongly 

https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
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agreed or agreed that the development will deliver improved social heritage values 

for the memorial. (Draft Hansard, page 39.) 

Conclusion: striking a balance 

54. The Memorial has always been, and is meant to be, at once a memorial, a museum, and 

an archive. Different visitors will look for different elements. Heritage Guardians’ 

concern is to maintain an appropriate balance between these three functions. The 

Memorial’s redevelopment project does not do that.  

55. A greatly extended Memorial, full of retired military machinery – ‘toys for the boys’ and 

effectively advertisements for the manufacturers, some of the world’s biggest and most 

profitable defence companies – will be irrevocably more of a military museum than a 

memorial. The balance will have shifted.  

Visitors would walk [said Dr Sue Wareham of Medical Association for Prevention of 

War to the PWC (Draft Hansard, page 23)] amidst decommissioned military 

hardware, an experience which is clearly intended to inspire awe and fascination at 

the technology itself. This would tend to dwarf and marginalise the human element: 

the very people whose deaths we are commemorating.  

56. Memorial Council Chair, Kerry Stokes, told the PWC (Draft Hansard, page 36) that the 

Memorial’s promotional ‘fly-throughs’ of the new space showing these machines are 

just notional, and final decisions about what is displayed are up to the curators. This 

claim must be treated sceptically, given the listing of military machinery in the 

Memorial’s PWC submission (para 2.6.3) (‘It is important that these objects are part of a 

conflict or operation gallery where they are a key element of the story’, the Memorial 

argued) and statements by the former Director, such as the one that a retired F-111 

would have ‘pride of place’ in the expanded Memorial.   

57. Why take on these planes, helicopters, armoured vehicles and what-not from the 

Department of Defence if they are not to be displayed? They are tourist attractions as 

well as combat relics and the Memorial is immensely proud of its tourist visitor numbers 

(even if it sometimes has manipulated the figures). And the more of these machines that 

find their way into the Memorial, the greater the risk of the place becoming something 

other than what it has been since it was opened in 1941. 

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works/AustralianWarMemorial/Submissions
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works/AustralianWarMemorial/Submissions
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6191426/best-in-the-world-jet-added-to-war-memorial-collection/
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6191426/best-in-the-world-jet-added-to-war-memorial-collection/
http://honesthistory.net.au/wp/stephens-david-cooking-the-visitors-books-the-australian-war-memorial-struggles-with-statistics-again/
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SUMMARY 

MAPW (Australia) strongly opposes the proposed redevelopment.  We believe that the 

additional prominent displays of military machinery would entrench a narrow, 

militaristic view of Australia’s history and heritage, and the redevelopment would 

continue the marginalisation of critically important aspects of Australia’s wars.  

 

MAPW recommends that the speech given by Governor-General Lord Gowrie VC at the 

opening of the AWM in 1941 be displayed prominently at the entrance to the Memorial. He 

said that the Memorial would be “…not only a record of the splendid achievements of the 

men that fought and fell in the war..” but also “a reminder to future generations of the 

barbarity, of the utter futility of modern war“. 

In addition the right to dissent is a fundamental part of our heritage, and yet it is 

dangerously jeopardised by the proposed inclusion in any expansion of live feed from 

the ADF of current operations.   Such inclusion would be an extremely slippery slope to 

military propaganda.  It should be rejected. 

 

Finally, any proposal for a major redevelopment at our most important place of war 

commemoration that continues to overlook the Frontier Wars - wars on our soil that have 

AWM Development Project - EPBC Public 
Comment
144 Submission MAPW

mailto:eo@mapw.org.au
file:///C:/Users/Sue/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/6E4T39W3/www.mapw.org.au
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had a profound and lasting impact on many Australians - simply magnifies this deep stain on 

our national story and should be rejected.  

 

INTRODUCTION  

MAPW welcomes this opportunity to contribute to the second phase of the EPBC approval 

process for the proposed project.  

However we note again (as in the 2019 EPBC approval process) that the AWM’s 

documentation for this EPBC referral has not helped the process of engagement.  It is over 

600 pages (82 pages of submission and 528 pages of attachments) and, again, there is no 

summary of the key points on which feedback is being sought.  The labelling of this second 

phase of EPBC consultation as “EPBC Preliminary Documentation” again adds to confusion 

as to whether there is further EPBC documentation, and opportunity for public input, to 

follow.  

MAPW refers the AWM to our association’s submission to the Public Works Committee for 

more detail on our serious concerns in relation to the very poor consultation process.  A 

major impediment to trust in the process is that the public were told during the November 

2019 – January 2020 sessions that “A decision has been made that this proposal will go 

ahead”.  The same message, presented in many different ways, times and places, remains. 

Therefore confusion remains as to what decisions will be decided on the basis of community 

feedback.  What is the exact purpose of feedback now if a decision has already been made? 

How much feedback was never put forward, given that the proposal has largely been 

presented as a “done deal”? 

Nevertheless MAPW offers the following comments. 

 

HERITAGE VALUES OF THE AWM  

The AWM clearly plays a strong and important role in commemoration and education about 

the role of Australia’s wars in our history.  Those wars are a significant part of our heritage 

(although, it should be emphasised, only a part of our heritage).  However, MAPW and many 

others believe that the AWM currently marginalises the broad context and circumstances in 

which our wars have occurred, matters which are also important parts of our heritage. 

The AWM claims to assist Australians to “remember, interpret and understand the 

Australian experience of war and its enduring impact on Australian society”, including “the 

events leading up to….” and “the aftermath of….” wars.  However, there are many aspects of 

this broad context on which the AWM focusses very little attention.  They include:   

 The historical context of each of Australia’s many wars, to help explain: How did this 

war begin?  Who made the decision for war?  What discussions were held in our  

parliament?  Was the decision controversial?  Who opposed it and why?  What 
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might have prevented it?  Which factors helped perpetuate it or stymie peace 

prospects?  Did the war unite or divide the nation? 

 The impacts of Australia’s wars on our security, including negative impacts from our 

involvement in the “war on terror” since 2001 

 Economic impacts, particularly with the current huge expansion of our military 

hardware 

 Our national identity. Is fighting wars the most important part of our history as a 

nation, or does such a view diminish awareness of our fine achievements in social, 

political and other spheres? 

 Civilian experiences of war.  Many Australians have suffered wars’ ravages directly as 

civilians in other places before coming here.  Their experiences should not be 

overlooked, lest we develop militarised and glorified views that ignore the reality of 

modern warfare – that most of its victims are civilians.  

 Critical questions such as: Why do wars persist? What have we learnt? 

 

All these questions – the presentation of which does not require vast space - lie at the heart 

of our heritage as it relates to warfare, and yet the proposed redevelopment appears to be 

designed to continue educating principally about stories from the battlefield, especially with 

displays of large items of weaponry.  (Although AWM Council chair Mr Stokes stated 

recently to the parliamentary Public Works Committee that this is not the case, and that the 

content of proposed new galleries has not been decided, every other indication including 

the AWM’s promotions indicates that that is indeed what is planned.)  This will tend to 

reinforce a simplistic notion that Australians’ experience of war starts and finishes with 

battles or other forms of direct combat.   The wide spectrum of the role of warfare in 

Australians’ lives will be reduced to a narrow, militaristic view of our past, present and 

future.   

 

To advocate a much broader scope in the AWM’s exhibits in no way detracts from respectful 

commemoration of our war dead.  On the contrary, failure to learn from the sacrifices 

made, and an apparent determination to anticipate Australian involvement in wars for the 

foreseeable future, does an enormous disservice to our service men and women.   

 

THE AWM OPENING SPEECH 

The AWM’s “’Brief history of the AWM” (on page 9 of the EPBC documentation) refers of 

course to its opening in 1941, but not to the message of Governor-General Lord Gowrie VC 

who performed the opening.  He said that the Memorial would be “…not only a record of 

the splendid achievements of the men that fought and fell in the war..” but also “a reminder 

to future generations of the barbarity, of the utter futility of modern war“. 

He asked: 
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“What can we do for those who did so much?  What can we give to those who gave us all?  

And I know that our answer will be that we are determined that these men shall not have 

died in vain, and that we are prepared for any sacrifice to put an end, once and for all, to this 

diabolical menace to mankind and ensure the peace of the world for future generations.” 

 

Lord Gowrie anticipated how future visitors would respond to the galleries and the 

commemorative areas.  He said “Every one of them I am firmly convinced will declare, and 

will declare with no uncertain voice, never again, never again.” 

Lord Gowrie’s speech stands in stark contrast to the casual acceptance of warfare in glib 

remarks made in 2018 by former AWM Director Dr Brendan Nelson in promoting the 

redevelopment.  Nelson stated that “the government would continue to send military forces 

overseas”.  Such remarks give no hint of the enormity of the price paid when governments 

do indeed send military forces overseas, and the responsibility of the Memorial to 

accurately reflect this cost.  The proposed redevelopment, by giving undue space to the 

weapons with which we fight wars – how we fight - would detract from, rather than 

highlight, the human costs of our wars. 

MAPW recommend that Lord Gowrie’s historic but oft-forgotten speech be displayed 

prominently near the entrance to the AWM. 

 

THE RIGHT TO DISSENT – A PART OF OUR HERITAGE 

A further concern is that Australia’s heritage of the right to dissent, one of the democratic 

rights for which our nation is said to fight, is at risk.  With few exceptions, the AWM gives 

very little space to dissenting views, including voices for peace such as the huge anti-war 

movement before the 2003 invasion of Iraq.  Unfortunately the proposed redevelopment, 

with its planned live feed from current ADF operations, would actively undermine the right 

to dissent against wars that have not yet finished.  It would dangerously reinforce a notion 

that opposition to current wars is somehow unpatriotic and indicates lack of support for our 

troops.  It risks an extremely short slippery slope to military propaganda.   

 

The recent attempt by the AWM to prevent even its unpaid volunteers from speaking out on 

the redevelopment issue is a particularly egregious example of suppression of dissenting 

views. 

 

TELLING THE STORIES OF WORK FOR PEACE 

While MAPW strongly supports and honours the work of Australia’s peacekeepers, we 

observe that the AWM seems incapable of seeing work for peace in anything other than a 

military sense. The avoidance of wars – which the Memorial states that it wishes to 

recognise – precedes and goes far beyond the role of peacekeepers.  Australia also has a 

rich heritage of civilians working for peace.   

 

https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6021224/massive-australian-war-memorial-redevelopment-could-cost-500-million/
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Telling these stories - beginning with World War 1 - does not need vast space.  The 

proposed grandiose redevelopment would hinder rather than help that process.   

 
A KEY PART OF OUR HERITAGE STILL IGNORED 

Finally, any listing of matters marginalised or ignored by the AWM is not complete without 

drawing attention,  again, to the Memorial’s ongoing failure to recognise the Frontier Wars, 

which have been described by historian Henry Reynolds as our most significant military 

conflict.  A satisfactory and logical reason for this failure has not been presented.  A huge 

redevelopment which continues to overlook conflicts that have had a profound and lasting 

impact on many Australians simply magnifies this deep stain on our national story, one 

which we have not even begun to address.  

 

 

 



Foreword  

Talissa Papamau is an Afghanistan veteran who  served as an 

Advanced  Medical  Technician in the Australian Regular Army becoming the nation’s 

first Australian Tuvaluan returned service person.  

As a combat medic Talissa was responsible for rendering life saving interventions for 

critically injured coalition forces and local national men, women and children from the 

neighbouring Afghanistan provinces. Certainly, treating friends who were 

catastrophically injured and fellow Australian’s whose injuries were not survivable 

represent some of the darkest and most traumatic experiences of her life and military 

career. 

Talissa’s deployment as part of Mentoring Taskforce 5 on OP SLIPPER spanned a 

critical and historically significant time in the context of the fourteen year campaign. 

Throughout the rotation Talissa was involved in the treatment or attended 7 Australian 

KIAs, 33 WIA and provided primary health and emergency care to a vast number of 

coalition, Australian Federal Police, Contractors, Afghan National Army, Afghan Police 

and local nationals. During her deployment and due to operational demand Talissa 

received just one and half days off duty in over 170 days on deployment.  

On the 29th August a critical incident involving a green on blue whereby an Afghan 

soldier who sympathised with the local Taliban decided to discharge an AK-47 

magazine into the group of unsuspecting and unprotected Australians occurred. This 

generated four Australian causalities all of whom were evacuated to the resuscitation 

bay. Tragically, despite best efforts and aggressive life-saving medical interventions 

three of the four soldiers died.  

A couple of hours later, in the early hours of the morning Talissa was again recalled 

to the resuscitation bay again to respond to a Black Hawk Helicopter crash carrying 

American troops and Australian Special Forces personnel. An additional two 

Australian Commandos died as a result of injuries sustained in the crash. This 24-hr 

period, in terms of loss of Australian life, is unparalleled for the Afghanistan campaign 

and represents the highest loss of Australian life in a 24-hr period since the Vietnam 

War.  
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During her military career Talissa was also involved in the development,  delivery and 

instruction of the Combat Medical Attendant Pilot Course for the Papua New  Guinea 

Defence Force (PNGDF) in 2014. The pilot course was the first training provided to 

the PNGDF to support the re-establishment of the PNGDF Medical Corps since its 

retrenchment following the Bougainville Crisis. 

Commentary of Proposed Development Australian War 
Memorial  

On review of the EPBC Preliminary Documentation Submission associated with the 

Australian War Memorial Proposed Development I strongly support the rationale and 

merit for development of the Australian War Memorial. In addition, due to extensive 

first-hand visitor experience of the Australian War Memorial I strongly support the 

proposed development of Anzac Hall to facilitate the ethical and compliance 

obligations of the Memorial.  

The Afghanistan campaign is Australia’s longest armed conflict and has revolutionised 

the collective understanding, narrative and lived experience of contemporary military 

service and sacrifice. In addition, the era of contemporary veterans and their military 

service spans extensive operations in East Timor and Iraq. Australia’s prolonged, 

sustained and accelerated operational tempo is historically unprecedented and has 

redefined our experience and understanding of: 

• ‘What it means to serve’ and the emergence of multi-tour, multiple deployment 

contemporary veterans as a consequence of the professionalisation of the 

Australian Defence Force. 

• What it means to protect Australia’s national interests and the Australian way-

of-life in contemporary society. 

• ‘The diversity of context and contribution’ by Australia’s veterans and military 

families. 

To date, I contend that these important historical, cultural and social denouements 

have not been respectfully and equitably recorded, recognised and represented. 

Through the Proposed Development the Australian War Memorial has a unique 



opportunity to convey these narratives and experiences in a way that both 

commemorates, inspires and enriches the lives of others.  

Narratives and experiences such as my own, which traditionally have been 

underrepresented however broaden and challenge traditional viewpoints and 

prejudices surrounding who veterans are, what veterans do and how all roles and 

types of service have relevance and validity. As a veteran, this notion that my sacrifice 

and story could enhance and inspire the lives of others provides me healing, validation 

and dignity.  

Indeed, the Australian War Memorial has an obligation to commemorate the voices 
and stories of all veterans (inclusive of corps, rank, service, gender, ethnicity, culture and 

deployment) and by doing so promoting social heritage understanding that enriches the lives 

of Australian and international visitors and importantly, supports validation and reconciliation 

for the many thousands of veterans and military families.  

I believe, the inequitable and incomplete recognition of veterans, how they represented the 

country and their contribution post service life, has contributed to misguided and limited social 

rhetoric and understanding among the community. This can expose veterans and their families 

to risk and historically, this has resulted in prejudice, persecution and disadvantage for 

veterans and their families most notably the Vietnam War veteran generation.  

In the context of my own contemporary veteran cohort, transitioning from military life after the 

prolonged and accelerated operational tempo has its inherent challenges. My generation of 

service personnel are impacted by issues surrounding career prospects and employment 

opportunities following military service. Therefore, any development that elevates the value, 

understanding, diversity and abilities of Australia’s service personnel has considerable benefit 

and is worthy of support and investment.  

In addition to the social heritage and historical significance considerations the Proposed 

Development for the Australian War Memorial has a critical and timely opportunity to convey 

a holistic and multi-dimensional narrative of veterans, military service and its 

underrepresented application and value to the Australian people and communities, private 

enterprise, state and federal Government.  

I was honoured with the esteemed privilege to have my portrait exhibited at the Australian War 

Memorial last year as part of the ‘After the War’ Exhibition alongside a group of other 



contemporary veterans; who despite their service-related injuries have become ambassadors 

for successful life after service.  

Since medically transitioning as a combat medic from the  Australian Defence Force in 2015 

for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, I continue to dedicate my life to caring for the health, well-

being and quality of life of Australia’s veterans and military families.  

In 2016 I established Modern Soldier Social Media an online digital support organisation that 

has amassed an online membership exceeding 75,000 followers across two social media 

technologies. Modern Soldier has become one of the  largest online engagement communities 

consistently reaching over 1 million unique social media users on a monthly basis.  

Given my connection to the veteran community and my comprehensive understanding of the 

untold, underrepresented, unvalidated stories, experiences and learnings of Australia’s 

veterans and families as well as the unique challenges faced by them on a daily basis, I am 

obliged to reinforce my support of the Proposed Development Australian War Memorial.   

For me, the Proposed Development Australian War Memorial provides an equitable and 

needed opportunity for the diverse and valuable stories of veterans and military service to be 

recorded and commemorated. My story and sacrifice is one of countless and is a humble 

contribution to our social heritage and our understanding of military servitude. The true value 

of my story and sacrifice is that it belongs to, and enriched by a much broader collective and 

a much older lineage that cannot truly be understood, recognised nor respected if not 

comprehensively represented through an expanded and diverse legacy.  

 

I have every confidence in the Australian War Memorial under the oversight of the recently 

appointed Director to ensure the Australian War Memorial remains the national embodiment 

of excellence for recognising and commemorating all Australian veterans, military servitude 

and sacrifice both past and present. 

 

 Thank you for your time and consideration, 

 

‘Lest We Forget’ 

 

 

Talissa Papamau 

tj@tjandaffilaites.com 
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Submission regarding AWM 2018-20 Development Project  

– Michael Piggott, AM 

 

Basis of submission 

 When Brendan Nelson retired in August 2019, the former AWM Director 

called critics opposed to the development project “a facile minority out of touch 

with the rest of the country”, adding they were a “small group of people – 

intellectuals, academics, some retired public servants, even some former staff 

member who left this place 20 years ago”.
1
 In similar vein, earlier this month, 

the AWM Council chair described critics as being mostly from Canberra, and 

by inference therefore to be dismissed.
2
 

Accordingly, having lived in Canberra for 49 years and worked for the War 

Memorial for a decade I assume that my views will be discounted. I am also not 

in one of the AWM’s preferred stakeholder groups, being neither a serving 

member of the ADF nor, having never experienced even a single day of 

continuous military service, a veteran. And I do not have a medical background 

– apparently necessary, according to the Council chair, to assess the efficacy of 

a therapeutic milieu at the Memorial for veterans.
3
  

Even so, I want my objections on record and counted among those who do not 

support the development. My views draw on relevant emotional associations 

and professional experience: 

 Members on both sides of my parents’ families have served in war, and 

some are represented with their units on the 1914-18 and 1939-45 panels 

of the Roll of Honour; my brother was called up during the Vietnam 

War; and my stepson served in the Army Reserve then Australian Army 

while his father served in the Navy (HMAS Hobart) during the Vietnam 

War; 

 

 While the University Archivist at the University of Melbourne (1998-

2008) my responsibilities included the Grainger Museum, a heritage 

                                                           
1
 https://aboutregional.com.au/nelson-blasts-war-memorial-expansion-critics-in-retirement-announcement/ 

2
 https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6833350/war-memorial-rejects-criticism-from-special-interest-

groups/ 
3
 https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/breakfast/australian-war-memorial-to-get-$500m-

renovation/12471580  at the 3’ 50”. What Dr Sue Wareham (President of the ACT Chapter, Medical 
Association for the Prevention of War, Australia) thinks of the Chair’s risible comment we can only imagine.  
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https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/breakfast/australian-war-memorial-to-get-$500m-renovation/12471580%20%20at%20the%203’%2050
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listed building creatively expanded (advised by Lovell Chen) during 

2006-8 without undermining the integrity of the original structure;
4
   

 

 My decade at the Memorial (1978-88), primarily as Senior Curator, 

Written Records, coincided with the passing of the current Act (1980) 

and the beginning of a policy addressing space needs with solutions 

external to the Main Building (the Administrative Building, the Mitchell 

Annex), a policy which has held for the past forty plus years. During that 

decade I also produced initial policy advice for an Eternal Flame, worked 

under three directors (Noel Flanagan, Jim Flemming and Keith Pearson) 

and published guides to collections including the papers of the CEW 

Bean. 

Who is the Memorial for now? 

The short answer is and should be “all Australians”. A slightly longer 

answer would add “including those who have a family connection to a name on 

the Roll of Honour”. Not anymore. Now, apparently, the AWM is essentially, 

primarily, for a much narrower section of the community. In recent decades, the 

AWM Council and senior management have signalled to current and former 

members of the ADF that, first and foremost, it is for them.  

Thus, the opening paragraph of the Development Project webpage states: “The 

Memorial commemorates our living history”, then adds the priority order: “for 

every veteran and for every Australian”. Thus, the Have Your Say advertisement 

(CT, 3 July 2020, p 6) stated the project will “ensure the Memorial remains the 

national centre of commemoration for all who have served” [my emphasis]. 

Thus, the illustrations in the Our Next Chapter newsletter: all current serving 

personnel.   

The Memorial’s April 2020 consultation report was just as explicit, mentioning 

consultation with “200 organisations and their members including ex-service 

organisations, kindred organisations, veterans’ welfare and defence family 

groups”. This report also stated (p 3) that “Our values, our character and our 

identity live on in the stories of past, present, and future service members, their 

families and community”. It continued, interpreting visitor motives narrowly: 

“More than one million people visit our Memorial every year to honour these 

                                                           
4
 See http://www.lovellchen.com.au/lc/grainger-museum/   

http://www.lovellchen.com.au/lc/grainger-museum/
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members’ service and learn about their experiences in war, peacekeeping, and 

humanitarian operations”.
5
  

The Memorial’s functions do require it, via its definition of “Australian Military 

History”, to include in its focus the history of ADF and the history of the 

aftermath of wars and war like operations through documentation, exhibitions 

and disseminating information about this history. Even so, the AWM should be, 

and was intended to be, for all Australians. Aside from the membership of the 

Council, the 1980 Act made no mention of any particular section of the 

community, no mention of veterans or ex-servicemen and women, no mention 

requiring a “therapeutic milieu” for veterans and the ADF.  

The Australian people’s diversity is not irrelevant here. To take three 

illustrations.  

 By contrast with the emphasis on millions of Australians who have a 

connection with the Memorial via a family member named on the Roll of 

Honour (overwhelming from the two world wars but also the 1945-1975 

conflicts and operations), the current AWM agenda has singled out a tiny 

proportion of the community for special attention - the current ADF and 

veterans of post 1999 conflicts and operations. Of course, even this group 

is extremely diverse – there are veterans of recent conflicts and there are 

veterans who were never involved in “warlike” operations. To the AWM, 

some Australians are more equal than others, and some veterans too. 

 

 Since 1945 almost 8 million people have migrated to Australia, and 

almost half the population were born overseas or have at least one parent 

born overseas. Each state capital has a different ethnic makeup, but, as 

the Corona virus second wave outbreaks has focused on Melbourne, note 

that many oversea-born Victorians were refugees from conflicts in Indo-

China, the republics of the former Yugoslavia, the Horn of Africa, the 

Middle East and Afghanistan. Newer Australians’ understanding of our 

history, including engagement in wars and related operations, is crucial. 

                                                           
5 AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION BIODIVERSITY 

CONSERVATION ACT NATIONAL CONSULTATION REPORT, April 2020 

https://www.awm.gov.au/system/files/documents/ATTACHMENT%20S1%20%20%20EPBC%20Act%

20National%20Consultation%20Report.pdf 

 

https://www.awm.gov.au/system/files/documents/ATTACHMENT%20S1%20%20%20EPBC%20Act%20National%20Consultation%20Report.pdf
https://www.awm.gov.au/system/files/documents/ATTACHMENT%20S1%20%20%20EPBC%20Act%20National%20Consultation%20Report.pdf
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Net overseas migration over the past 20 years was between 100,000 and 

200,000 p.a. To what extent is the Memorial for these Australians and 

what did they think of the $500m expansion plans?  

The AWM’s June 2020 Preliminary Documentation Submission 

None of the arguments for the development are so compelling or 

convincing that they demonstrate conclusively that only the specific 

development proposed (and no other alternative) must be supported. This 

doesn’t matter of course, as the Prime Minister announced the development as a 

done deal in November 2018.
6
 The June 2020 retrofitted justification (as 

presented in June 2020 Preliminary Documentation Submission
7
) is littered with 

non sequiturs, unsupported claims, and inconsistencies.  

 Take for example the assertion that the removal of Anzac Hall “will be 

one of many alterations the Memorial has made over the 79 years since it 

opened” (p 30). In relation to the Main Building, at worst, past alterations 

have meant things like closing the clerestory windows or placing a simple 

glass link bridge to the current Anzac Hall. To call the removal of a 

building an alteration is disingenuous, and to imply it would be all part 

of a pattern of past work is dishonest. As is the assertion that “The design 

concept is deferential to, and respectful of, the Main Building consistent 

with the current Anzac Hall” (p 35). No, it is not. 

 

 A further example is the seemingly uncontentious statement “it is 

essential that conflicts subsequent to 1971 are properly commemorated 

through exhibition. The Project will enable veterans to bring families to 

the Memorial to explain what they did in these more recent conflicts and 

humanitarian and peacekeeping operations. The ability for veterans to be 

able to do this is incredibly important for themselves, their families, and 

the broader veteran community” (p 69). But this happens now! And 

commemoration through exhibition can happen and does happen now 

(including the display of large objects). 

 

 Repeatedly in the AWM documentation there is an assumption that more 

space is needed to display more large objects, as if otherwise the stories 

and service of veterans of post 1999 conflicts and operations and their 
                                                           
6
 https://www.pm.gov.au/media/address-australian-war-memorial-masterplan-redevelopment 

7
 https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc 

https://www.pm.gov.au/media/address-australian-war-memorial-masterplan-redevelopment
https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans/EPBC-prelim-doc
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families somehow won’t be adequately acknowledged; as if otherwise 

their mental health won’t be adequately managed. Seriously? It is bizarre 

and open-ended thinking. What does the Memorial do when a RAN 

veteran – perhaps the donor the BPC Navy badge
8
 who served with 

Border Protection Command – asks why it hasn’t displayed a Bay class 

patrol boat? And where is the Memorial’s Oberon- class submarine - 

“reported to have regularly conducted operations with special forces”?
9
 

Surely it too would enable Navy veterans to bring their families to the 

Memorial to explain what they did.  

 

 At the core of the AWM case is the belief that ‘equity” is “required” by 

the 1980 Act (p 11), that currently there is inequitable coverage of 

Australia’s military conflicts and operations, that it is not the frontier 

wars but post 1999 conflicts and operations that not adequately 

represented, and that it needs more physical space  and more personal 

stories to remedy this. The people affected by this imbalance are 

sometimes identified as “servicemen and servicewomen who have served 

Australia in more recent conflicts and operations” (p 11) and at other 

times “all Australian servicemen and servicewomen” (p 14). So, which is 

it? 

 

The significance assessment methodology used by the Memorial to reach 

this conclusion is not stated but implies Attachment D has the answer. 

Here metrics such as deaths, total personnel involved and years of 

conflict are tossed about without recourse to criteria or weighting, and 

nowhere tied to gallery space or type of collection item. Surely, given the 

taxpayer dollars involved, we are entitled to something more rigorous? 

The current Memorial challenges are not new. On many previous occasions, 

space pressures for exhibitions collections staff and facilities have been 

identified and then addressed without undermining the integrity of the primary 

building, e.g. in 1978 (Mitchell Annex), 1988 (Administration Building), 2001 

(Anzac Hall) and 2006 (CEW Bean Building). As well, off site solutions at 

Mitchell have been enhanced several times, the grounds in Campbell better 

exploited (e.g. Sculpture Garden, 1999) and car parking put underground. All 

sensible. 

                                                           
8
 https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C1293205 

9
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oberon-class_submarine 

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C1293205
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oberon-class_submarine
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The minds behind the proposed development of course are aware of this logic – 

thus, in rationalising the expansion of the Bean Building stating “The extension, 

and refurbishment of the existing building, will allow us to consolidate 

operational and non-critical administrative functions from the main building – 

optimising the use of space in the main building for gallery content”.
10

 Of 

course now they don’t plan to stop there. 

 

Conclusion and alternatives 

In summary, I am especially opposed to (i) the removal of the current Anzac 

Hall and (ii) the glazed link to a new Anzac Hall.   

The February 2020 Development newsletter stated that the project’s primary 

purpose is “to provide the space and facilities needed to tell the continuing story 

of contemporary servicemen and servicewomen who have served in modern 

conflicts, peacekeeping, and humanitarian operations”, and “Sharing the stories 

of contemporary Australian servicemen and servicewomen is what the project is 

all about”. It does not follow however that there is only one way to do this. 

There are less expensive more sensitive ways to achieve these aims. For 

example: 

 Expand the current Anzac Hall (the AWM’s June 2020 submission states 

at p 75 this is not a technically viable option, then refers the reader back 

to para 4.5.2 even though here it provides no justification for such an 

assertion); I find it very hard to believe it is not technically possible to do; 

 Reduce earlier wars’ galleries to allow more extensive representation of 

post 1999 operations if that really is today’s priority, and refocus the 

travelling exhibition program and online exhibitions accordingly; and  

 Establish a major oral history program to record the stories of the current 

veterans and relevant ADF members, then make edited selections 

available online and also direct this content into the education and 

publications programs.  

 

                                                           
10

 https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans 

https://www.awm.gov.au/ourcontinuingstory/ourplans
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To whom it may concern 

 
Australian War Memorial Expansion – Preliminary Documentation Submission 

 
I write on behalf of the Australian Heritage Council (AHC) regarding the proposed 
developments at the Australian War Memorial, and congratulate the Project Team for the effort 
that has gone into the production of the report.  
 
While I note there are commendable reasons for the project to proceed as documented in 
terms of meeting the functions of the Memorial, our responsibility is to respond to the impacts 
on the National and Commonwealth heritage values of the site. The comments of the AHC are 
as follows: 
 

1. Overall the Council notes that the entire project is predicated on the assumption that 
the Memorial will not be able to perform its functions unless the size of the exhibition 
and other areas is considerably increased. The intent of the project to acknowledge 
and incorporate continuing arenas of conflict and military operation is commendable. 
 
The documentation provided, however, while addressing alternatives relating to 
structural expansion, appears to have not addressed options such as operational and 
other functional changes that could minimise the need for additional space. These 
include different and technological methods of interpretation and museum display, as 
well as opportunities to introduce a more sustainable visitation strategy. Both are 
important aspects of a comprehensive heritage management programme and should 
be considered as key approaches to improving capacity.  
 
Physical expansion to support the display of large objects such as submarines and 
aircraft is not a sustainable intent over the long term and, in the current circumstances, 
cannot be achieved without significantly impacting listed heritage values.  

 
2. The listed heritage values of the Memorial include its landscape and setting, and this is 

discussed in some detail in the documentation. While the discussion is clear on matters 
such as impacts on the Anzac Parade context, view lines, or the impacts on trees in 
the precinct, it is noted that the impacts on the landscape and micro-setting of the 
Memorial have not been specifically considered in terms of the accretion of proposed 
structural change within the Memorial site.  
 
There is ambiguity in the response in Section 6 of the Heritage Impact Assessment 
(HIA) (p. 240) to the query ‘Has the advice of a consultant skilled in the conservation of 
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heritage landscapes been sought? If so, have their recommendations been 
implemented?’.  In its assessment, the document omits consideration of the impact on 
the heritage landscape of the expansion of the C.E.W. Bean Building (included as a 
Variation to the original referral). While the assessment concludes that the larger 
structure has a positive impact in providing increased space, as noted in point 1 above, 
it does not consider the negative impact of the expanded footprint on the heritage 
landscape and setting through the reduction of ‘natural’ space. This action imposes a 
considerable impact on and imbalance of landscape design within the site, and can be 
seen to compromise the relationship between the natural bushland setting of the 
Memorial and its continuity with Mount Ainslie.  
 
While we note there is a reference to these concerns in the HIA (page 57) that ‘care 
must be taken to ensure the landscape qualities of the eastern precinct are not overly 
diminished’, this fails to acknowledge that the proposed expansion already has this 
effect. 

 
3. While the documentation, and particularly the HIA, provide a detailed response to 

individual actions, the combined impacts of the works is less well considered. It is the 
holistic impact of the proposed changes that is of concern in terms of the listed heritage 
values, including the landscape and setting. A comparison of Figures 2.1 and 5.1b 
(pages 8 and 33 of the Submission) highlights the complexity and extent of the 
combined actions and the alterations to the heritage landscape (which includes all 
aspects of the Memorial structure). This comparison clearly shows the loss of natural 
areas to designed and constructed spaces and the full extent and design changes 
arising from the redevelopment of the Parade Ground area.  

 
4. In addition the Council notes the following individual actions as having negative 

impacts on Listed Heritage Values that should be seriously reconsidered:  
• The demolition of the existing  Anzac Hall (identified in the HIA has having a 

substantial negative impact) 
• The redesign and expansion of the Parade Ground 
• The inclusion of the Oculus - principally in terms of the removal of a direct line of 

access into the AWM building 
• The inclusion of an external lift  
• The expansion of the C.E.W. Bean building.  

 
Regrettably the Council cannot support the conclusion that the proposed redevelopment will 
not have a serious impact on the listed heritage values of the site and recommends that the 
matters above be given serious attention. 
 
Yours sincerely  
 

 
 
The Hon Dr David Kemp AC 
Chair 
31 July 2020 
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PURPOSE 

 

• This submission is made by the Australian Institute of Architects (the Institute) to provide 
comments on the Australian War Memorial Development Project. 

• At the time of this submission the National President of the Institute is Alice Hampson. 

• The Chief Executive Officer is Julia Cambage.  

• The cover feature photo was provided by John Gollings AM (www.gollings.com.au). 
 

INFORMATION 

 

The Australian Institute of Architects (Institute) is the peak body for the architectural profession in 
Australia. It is an independent, national member organisation representing over 12,500 members 
across Australia and overseas.  

The Institute exists to advance the interests of members, their professional standards and 
contemporary practice, and expand and advocate the value of architects and architecture to the 
sustainable growth of our communities, economy and culture. 

The Institute actively works to maintain and improve the quality of our built environment by promoting 
better, responsible and environmental design. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Australian Institute of Architects (the Institute) is the peak body for the architectural 
profession in Australia, representing over 12,500 members. The Institute works to improve our built 
environment by promoting quality, responsible, sustainable design. Architecture influences all 
aspects of the built environment and brings together the arts, environmental awareness, sciences 
and technology. By combining creative design with technical knowledge, architects create the 
physical environment in which people live, which in turn, influences quality of life. Through its 
members, the Institute plays a major role in shaping Australia’s future. 

On 1 November 2018, the Australian Government announced the Australian War Memorial (AWM) 
Development Project with funding of $498.7 million over a nine-year period commencing in 
2019/20. The proposed Development Project includes a new entry into the main building, the 
southern and eastern extension of the Charles Edwin Woodrow (CEW) Bean Building, the 
modification of the Parade Ground and the ‘removal and replacement of Anzac Hall’. This means 
that there is significant potential for cumulative impact on the National Heritage values of the site. 

The Institute recognises the need and in principal understands that ongoing re-development of 
the AWM is necessary. However, it is essential that the National and Commonwealth heritage 
values and solemn purpose and nature of the site as a memorial, rather than as a war museum, are 
prioritised in all decision-making processes. The Institute therefore welcomes this opportunity to 
make a second submission in relation to the AWM development referral to the Department of 
Agriculture, Energy and the Environment (DAEE) under the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act 1999).  

This submission outlines our significant and ongoing concerns about the project including the 
planned demolition of Anzac Hall and threats to the heritage value of the site. The demolition of 
Anzac Hall will result in the loss of a highly contributory component in the Commonwealth Heritage 
listing for the AWM and contravenes management policy in both the (current) 2011 and (pending) 
2019 Heritage Management Plans (HMP).  

We would also like to note that our concerns mirror the views of a wide cross-section of the 
community, not just the architectural profession, stemming from veterans and their families, 
concerned citizens, distinguished and honoured Australians, leading academics, renowned 
historians, as well as former memorial directors and staff as evidenced by the ongoing 
engagement of the Australian community in both the EPBC Act 1999 referral process and the 
current inquiry into the proposal being undertaken by the Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
Public Works. 

2. DUE PROCESS CONCERNS 

The Institute has enduring concerns about the process undertaken from the inception of the  
AWM Development Project. These include:  

 a Reference Design, that included the demolition of Anzac Hall, as a mandatory 
requirement in the Expression of Interest (EOI) process, even though three other 
Preliminary Designs met the same floor space requirements but retained Anzac Hall; 

 public consultation for the development project that predominately related to early parts 
of the functional brief, rather than actual design concepts. It has also not appropriately 
included professional stakeholders such as the Institute or the Moral Rights holders of 
Anzac Hall; 
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 initially, only some parts of the development were under consideration or are being 
reviewed when all aspects should have been included in the one review process. The 
heritage impacts from these ‘non referred’ parts of the development should have been 
included in the Development Project now being considered; and 

 the approval of the 2019 AWM Heritage Management Plan has been delayed, 
compromising assessment of the heritage impacts of the Development Project on the site. 
The 2019 HMP should have been approved and made publicly available before 
assessment of the heritage impacts of the Project were sought from DAEE. 

The Institute is extremely disappointed that not only did the Reference Design significantly 
constrain the usual creative and strategic design processes, it lost the opportunity to creatively 
explore further options identified in the Preliminary Design stage, which would have supported the 
retention of Anzac Hall. 

As noted, some parts of the Development Project have not been included in the EPBC Act 1999 
Referral or for review by the Public Works Committee and have in fact already been approved by 
the National Capital Authority (NCA). A Temporary Carpark located east of Poppy’s café was 
approved by the NCA on 23 November 2019 on the basis that it was ‘physically separate’ to the 
development although the NCA have acknowledged it was part of the overall Development 
Project.  

At the time the Institute advised the NCA that the Temporary Carpark Project application 
presumed that the $498.7 million AWM Development Project would proceed and that Public 
Works and NCA approval would be granted. It is the view of the Institute that the separate 
consideration and early approval of the Temporary Carpark Project further prejudiced the proper 
consideration of future applications forming part of the overall Development Project. 

While it may have been technically feasible to apply for and receive approval for these works 
based on the costs involved, the total AWM Development Project should have been subject to a 
review process before any approval was given for related parts of the project and the associated 
expenditure of funds. The combined and cumulative impact on the National Heritage values of the 
AWM must be considered in detail.  

Of further concern to the Institute is that the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works 
Inquiry is being undertaken at the same time as the project referral to DAEE under the  
EPBC Act 1999, and without an updated and approved HMP in place. The Institute is also 
extremely concerned that the Public Works Committee will be asked to make a final determination 
on the Development Project without necessary information on the heritage impacts of the 
development. This is again exacerbated by other parts of the Development Project being 
approved and progressed independently and without Public Works Committee oversight or  
EPBC Act 1999 Referral. 

The Institute also notes that a major variation to the scope of the Development Proposal/ 
Preliminary Documentation was submitted to DAEE by the AWM following the referral being 
determined a “controlled action” at the end of 2019. It is likely that the scope and impacts of the 
expanded project referral will be unable to be fully reviewed and adequately assessed as the scale 
of the supporting documentation only published in July 2020 means that the public consultation 
component of the EPBC Act 1999 assessment process has now been substantially compromised.  

This new documentation seriously impacts on the ability of all parties to carefully review the 
project with more than 600 pages of project documentation newly published, including a 
completely new heritage impact assessment report. The response times for the second stage 
consultation are unreasonably short given the scale of this new documentation and the expanded 
scope of the project now under consideration. 
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Given the scale of the new documentation and the potential cumulative heritage impacts of the 
planned development at the AWM, it is the view of the Institute that DAEE should review the 
processes undertaken to date and consider if it is now more appropriate for the EPBC Act 1999 
referral process to be undertaken via Public Inquiry. 

3. PLANNED DEMOLITION OF ANZAC HALL 

It is of upmost concern to the Institute and its members that the Memorial has widely and very 
publicly committed itself to a development plan that includes the demolition of Anzac Hall. 
Opened in 2001 at a reported cost of $11.3 million, Anzac Hall has been lauded for its sensitivity to 
the heritage and cultural context of this national memorial while also providing functional design.  

The AWM is included on the Australian Institute of Architect’s register of “Nationally Significant  
20th-Century Architecture”. In 2005, architects Denton Corker Marshall (DCM) won the Institute’s 
prestigious national “Sir Zelman Cowen Award for Public Architecture” and the “Canberra 
Medallion” for Anzac Hall.  

DCM is also an award-winning architectural firm including being recipients of the “Australian 
Institute of Architects’ Gold Medal”, the highest honour the Institute can bestow. The award 
recognises the exceptional body of executed work and outstanding contribution of DCM to the 
development of the architecture profession and the built environment in Australia. 

Our reference to Anzac Hall’s award-winning status illustrates its peer-reviewed quality as a piece 
of master craftsmanship that is exceptionally fit-for-purpose, with many decades, remaining in its 
useful life. There is also a direct relationship between recognition by groups such as the Institute 
(and others such as Engineers Australia) for the work of their peers and the eventual recognition 
of values by the broader community through heritage listing. The AWM heritage listings already 
acknowledge the contribution of Anzac Hall to the precinct. Given time, it is extremely likely that 
Anzac Hall would obtain a direct heritage listing in its own right.  

The current and pending AWM Heritage Management Plan’s (2011 and 2019) also recognise the 
importance of Anzac Hall to the AWM Campbell precinct and require that Anzac Hall be retained 
and conserved. At the same time, the Memorial continues to proceed with a Development Project 
that requires the demolition of Anzac Hall. At only 19 years of age, Anzac Hall is considered young 
in public building terms, where average lifecycles are 50 to 100 years. 

While the Institute and its members fully support the Memorial's purpose in commemorating “the 
sacrifice of those Australians who have died in war or on operational service and those who have 
served our nation in times of conflict,” we oppose the planned wasteful and unnecessary 
destruction of Anzac Hall, a building that was painstakingly designed and crafted to honour this 
service to our nation. Anzac Hall is a building that forms an integral part of the War Memorial site 
itself, whose sacred and special significance is the sum of all its parts. It is now also a building that 
holds two decades’ worth of precious experiences where countless veterans, families and their 
visitors have engaged in shared remembrance. 

There remains significant and growing concern, not only from the Institute but from other 
professional bodies and the wider community about the Development Project. No approvals have 
been given by the National Capital Authority nor the Public Works Committee for the demolition of 
Anzac Hall. There has been very limited transparency in the decision making process regarding 
this project and the Institute has seen no evidence that the demolition is required. Nor has there 
been an appropriate level of community consultation on options that include the retention of 
Anzac Hall. 
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4. IMPACT ON THE EASTERN PRECINCT 

The Eastern Precinct Development by Johnson Pilton Walker also won the Institute’s prestigious 
Sir Zelman Cowen Award for Public Architecture and the Canberra Medallion in 2011. The effort 
the Memorial took to develop the Eastern Precinct adjacent to the AWM main building was 
significant.  

The Memorial followed due process under the EPBC Act 1999, including review and approval by 
the Public Works Committee with the result being a HMP and site development plan that worked 
together with a collaborative and collegiate team to produce an award winning development that 
had very little impact on the AWM and which is still highly celebrated. 

The Eastern Precinct Development integrated a range of landscape and architectural elements 
within a nationally significant heritage landscape, based on extensive consultation and planning. 
The result being that the cafe, forecourt and National Service Memorial Courtyard are sensitive in 
architectural conception, powerful in composition, delicate and precise in construction, refined 
and exquisite in their simplicity, and delightfully integrated into the immediate and greater 
landscape. The precinct is an exceptional work of architecture and urban design and something 
should not be undermined through insufficiently planned future development. 

The cumulative impact of all planned development must be considered in detail to ensure that the 
effort taken to prioritise heritage values, maximise eucalypt retention and minimise vegetation loss 
during earlier development projects is not lost through insufficient planning and appropriate 
oversight when undertaking future development. The already approved tree removal and car park 
development, along with the broader Development Project has the potential to cumulatively 
impact significantly and negatively on the heritage and architectural value of the entire site. 

5. FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

As noted above the Institute has significant concerns about the process followed in relation to 
heritage considerations for the $498.7 million AWM Development Project and the extent to which 
the entire project has progressed without the relevant heritage approvals in place. 

The Institute will continue to voice strong opposition to the development plans. While welcoming 
efforts to further honour the stories of Australia’s servicemen and women, we are at a loss as to 
why alternatives that allowed for the preservation of Anzac Hall as part of the development plan 
were not further explored. This is of particular concern, given that the existing and pending 
heritage management plans for the site require its retention, conservation and interpretation. We 
are also more broadly concerned that the Development Project threatens the heritage values of 
the entire site, including the Eastern Precinct Development. 

The Memorial has legislative obligations for the protection and conservation of the AWM heritage 
values for all Australians. It is not apparent that the Memorial has liaised effectively or to the extent 
required for such a significant project with the Department of Agriculture, Energy and the 
Environment, National Capital Authority or other identified stakeholders to properly assess the 
proposal’s cumulative impact on the site such as with Australia ICOMOS: International Council on 
Monuments and Sites.  

We appreciate there may be a need to increase the Memorial’s capacity, including some 
expansion, but we oppose doing this in a way that is wasteful, destructive and damaging to the 
heritage value and integrity of the site. Over development will lead to significant adverse loss of 
the qualities that make the AWM nationally significant.   
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The current expansion proposal breaches the War Memorial’s own Heritage Management Plans 
which explicitly require the retention of Anzac Hall. Given time, we are confident that Anzac Hall will 
achieve status as a heritage listed building in its own right – something the plans to bulldoze it 
clearly seek to avoid. Allowing legislated heritage protections to be so blatantly disregarded in this 
instance, and for such a prominent public institution, would set a dangerous precedent for other 
iconic sites. 

As the national institute for architects, we have a remit to seek to preserve Australia’s architectural 
heritage and to promote sustainable development, to conserve energy and resources and 
minimise waste. Fortunately, many aging buildings are worth saving and deserve longer lives. Their 
functional and technical obsolescence can be remedied in ways that are financially feasible. They 
can be successfully remodelled, reconfigured or enlarged and, equally important, repurposed to 
efficiently meet current and future requirements. It is the Institute’s position that significant public 
buildings that are of cultural, social and environmental value should not be demolished if they have 
a useful life. Anzac Hall should be preserved for current and future generations. Its demolition is 
unnecessary and unwarranted.  

We know that at least three other Preliminary Designs met the same floor space requirements 
while also retaining Anzac Hall and that in addition at least one Reference Design also retained 
Anzac Hall while successfully meeting the remaining conditions of the EOI process. There is 
absolutely no reason why Anzac Hall cannot be retained, and the aims of the Development Project 
still be delivered. Demolishing an award winning and culturally significant public building that is 
only 19 years old should never have been considered appropriate. 

The EPBC Act 1999 referral should also have been completed before the project was considered 
by the Public Works Committee. It is not right and proper that the Public Works Inquiry is being 
undertaken at the same time as the project referral to DAEE under the EPBC Act 1999, and without 
an updated and approved HMP in place. It is impossible for the Australian public and members of 
the Institute to have confidence that the Public Works Committee has the necessary information 
on the heritage impacts of the development in order to make an informed decision. 

The Institute would also like to reaffirm that given the scale of the major variation to the scope of 
the Development Proposal/Preliminary Documentation as part of the EPBC Act 1999 process - 
with more than 600 pages of project documentation newly published, including a completely new 
heritage impact assessment report - DAEE should reconsider the Preliminary Documentation and 
redetermine that the EPBC Act 1999 referral process be undertaken through Public Inquiry. 

The AWM is, unquestionably, one of our nation’s most valued and important public institutions and 
while the proposed demolition of Anzac Hall is of extreme concern to the Institute and our 
members, it is also our belief that the current Development Project, and associated projects that 
are already underway could, cumulatively lead to the adverse loss of the qualities that make the 
AWM nationally significant. On behalf of all Australians the EPBC Act 1999 referral process must 
be undertaken in a detailed and measured way to ensure that this does not occur. 
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Australian War Memorial Development Project Team	 
46 Lynch Street 
HUGHES ACT 2605 

 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I am writing to you in my capacity as the President of the Veterans Film Festival. On behalf of 
Festival Committee, I want to express our strong support for the proposed Australian War 
Memorial development.  

 
Now in its 6th year the festival is a not-for-profit organisation, which has become a highly respected 
event on the national arts calendar.  Partner organisations include the Australian War Memorial, the 
National Film and Sound Archive, and Beyond Blue. The festival has attracted wide support and now 
finds itself well poised to grow into a significant event on the international film festival calendar. 
Drawing entries from all corners of the globe and support from multiple Embassies and High 
Commissions. We are also proud to have His Excellency General the Honourable David Hurley AC, DSC 
(Ret’d) & Her Excellency Mrs Linda Hurley as the Co-Patrons of the festival. 
 
Supporting veterans as filmmakers, and filmmakers who make content with veteran themes is at the 
core of our mission at the Veterans Film Festival, putting the spotlight on recent work by veterans and 
filmmakers who explore diverse perspectives on conflict and veterans’ themes.  In addition, the 
festival aims to provide opportunities for veteran artists and their families through education, 
exhibitions and other programs.  
 
Our Committee contains several members who are veterans: myself, a current Senior Officer in 
the Australian Army (Colonel),  Vice President Glen Ferrarotto who served in Afghanistan as a 
Corporal and is now a highly regarded contributor to veteran employment and the RSL, 
Brigadier Alison Creagh AM CSC who has served in multiple operational theatres and Wing 
Commander (Retd) Chris Huet, an ex-F/A-18 pilot and instructor. So we have a broad 
understanding of the current issues that veterans and the veteran community face, and of their 
feelings towards the Australian War Memorial. 
 
The Australian War Memorial holds a deep and meaningful place in the hearts and minds of 
both our Committee and the entire Veterans Film Festival network. It is a place of respect, 
honour, sacrifice and ultimate commitment to our nation and the Commonwealth. It is an ever-
present reminder of the heartache, pain and trauma experienced by those who serve both 
during conflict and in the years following. 
 
Whilst the existing format and experience within the AWM is of world standard and delivers the 
most respectful representation of the Boer War, WWI, WWII, Korea and Vietnam, there is need 
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for an improvement, which would facilitate the telling of the stories from our more recent 
conflicts. Including: Peacekeeping operations in Rwanda, Somalia and Bougainville; Observer 
Missions in Israel and North Africa; and of course, the conflicts in Timor, Iraq and Afghanistan.  
We believe the Australian War Memorial development will address an imbalance and allow the 
service of contemporary and more recent veterans to be suitably reflected. Appropriate 
measures should be taken in the design of the development to ensure that there is scope to tell 
the stories of our future. 
 
The Australian War Memorial is a valued venue for the Veteran’s Film Festival. It supports our goals to 
celebrate veteran filmmakers and recognise the complexity of conflict and military service. The 
proposed expansion includes a larger, digital theatre which will directly improve the festival’s ability 
to show world-class movies and host events. Improved gallery space will support other arts-related 
parts of the festival, such as the exhibition of artworks. This means that audiences in attendance will 
be able to experience the Australian War Memorial in a contemporary and unique way.  

 
I reiterate our strong support for the proposed Australian War Memorial development. 

 
If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate in contacting me. 

 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Warwick Young OAM 
President 
Veterans Film Festival 
 
  July 2020 31



To:  

 The Australian War Memorial and  

 The Evaluation Committee re  Heritage Impacts of the current AWM Proposal 

 

AWM Proposed Partial Demolitions, Reconstructions and Extensions: 

Response to Invitation for Public Comment 

This Deeply Flawed and Totally Inappropriate Proposal Must Not Further Proceed! 

I am writing as a concerned citizen who has (along with innumerable others across the community and the country) 

been wholly and vehemently opposed to this egregious and wholly deleterious proposal from the point at which it first 

took on any sort of tangible shape – intensified by each subsequent stage in the painfully gradual emergence of the full 

catastrophe laid out in the voluminous but-still—tardily-incomplete documentation laid out on the War Memorial 

website… in response to the invitation to provide comment in respect of the Heritage impacts. 

In one sense, it is curious that the glacial piecemeal process has taken this time to reach this sort of ante-pre-

penultimate point in its development (like an infinitely slow slicing of a great length of highly malodorous salami)…   

In another sense it is much more extraordinary that it has somehow been improbably enabled and grotesquely pushed 

forward, like some unspeakable evolving creation of a whole convocation of militaristical Frankensteins – in utter 

disregard of reason, common sense and the devastating criticism and opposition of informed public opinion at every 

level and every stage. 

Because of my long-standing and deepening opposition to the project proposal, I  have previously lodged a Submission 

to the Public Works Committee process – because of other commitments only able to put that together quickly and right 

on the formal closure date, and certainly without the vast specialist knowledge, relevant experience, eloquence and 

gravitas of that notable group of opponents and the countless others whom they represent – but at least to be counted 

and to present an additional if more subjective point of view. 

As I do now to put that point of view before the Committee which has responsibility to evaluate and determine upon the 

Heritage Impacts of the AWM proposal. 

My own approach is shaped by the military service of my father and uncles and also my father-in-law right through and 

beyond WWII, my own military (National) Service during the Vietnam involvement; and a much longer interest in 

military history – in terms of the facts, causes, impacts, implications, outcomes etc – not the romantic anecdotes, heroic 

legends and emotive overblown rhodomontade that characterizes the “populist” end of the spectrum. 

… and, more directly, my own direct involvement and service with the Australian War Memorial as an external member 

of a Internal Review of AWM Visitor Services undertaken over a period of months in the 199s: which provided me not 

only with an understanding of the operations of all aspects of the AWM, but also, in particular, immediate contact with -  

and exploration of the interactions, experiences and responses of - the vast spectrum of the Australian public. 

That has instilled lifelong informed and empathetic impressions of the universality of respect, engagement and deep 

emotive connection they share with that Institution and all aspects of its operations and services to the needs of a vast 

and diverse “public”. 
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 In essence, an apparent common value across all the hundreds of people with whom I personally interacted and the 

written reflections and inputs of many hundreds more, was a shared sense of “heritage” – and their connectivity with 

that deep sense of heritage in terms of inter-generational and historical heritage links, a shared national and social 

heritage, and a heritage permeating all aspects of - and integral with - the constructed heritage of the building and the 

complementary natural heritage of its grounds and setting and surrounding vistas. 

My retained and profound impression is of a common sense, across all elements of that widely disparate group, that any 

such intention to demolish and destroy any aspect of that building as the physical manifestation and guardian of all 

those combined aspects of their heritage, would have been to them an abomination that they would oppose to the 

end… 

…And that the sorts of slick, glitzy, ersatz and irrelevant “imposed rebuilds” as are now being flourished in the plans and 

drawings on the AWM website are nothing more than a vile heresy and desecration. 

[Parenthetically: when I consider the responsive numbers, breadth of coverage,  range and depth of  responses we 

obtained in that previous exercise, with considerably less available funding than the recent exercise conducted by the 

AWM – and so loudly, frequently and triumphally bruited forth by the SWM as reflecting “overwhelmingly positive 

responses and support” for their present “felonious little plans”, their claims are simply derisory.   

After all, given that the responses they derived were in apparently gained in the context of a number of small and 

carefully managed information, marketing and selling events staged around the country, this must immediately be 

discounted as being little more than elaborate “push-polling”… 

Whom, exactly, apart from themselves are they trying to fool and convince by this shabby exercise in prestidigitation….? 

Of course, the recent revelation in “The Canberra Times”, and also in “The Guardian Australia” that the AWM 

Management has recently issued to all its deeply-valued Volunteer workforce, a Ukase by email, threatening that any of 

the volunteers detected  voicing opinions on the proposed re-development, would face severe disciplinary action and 

expulsion……………..   Dissenting voices are democratically unacceptable in these hallowed halls. 

Moving forward to more specific points in terms of heritage impacts evident in the documentation” 

 The proposed new southern entrance will impact upon the existing axial arrangement of the building and also 

significantly change the existing forecourt with its stairs and plinths – and its appearance from Anzac Parade.  

Additionally, and of both linked and separate concern, this will create considerable engineering and structural 

challenges and risks, including to the structural integrity of the building. 

 

 Associated with the previous point, the Parliament House vista will be significantly affected: the radial view to 

the building, and also views from other directions will be adversely affected by the totality of planned 

“enhancements”  (or: “acts of philistine vandalism masquerading as progress”…) 

 

 The proposed Glazed Courtyard involves the addition of (an excrescence) an atrium to the rear of the existing 

building; which one previous Director has characterized as “A grossly inappropriate concept”. 

 

 Above all, the supreme monstrosity is the proposed demolition of Anzac Hall – which is in its present form an 

award-winning building of outstanding architectural significance.  Its then proposed replacement by a 

disproportionate gargantuan “Illegitimate Son of Azac Hall” will then obviously and self-evidently have a range 

of problematic design features, both in terms of its internal dimensions – and most significantly and obtrusively, 

in terms of its relationship with the rest of the “enhanced” – ( and differently vandalized…)  – main building. 



Weirdly and tellingly in respect of this latter comment re Anzac Hall, it is of particular note that in the AWM’s own 

Heritage Management Plan 2011 – which still stands as their governing document, the Anzac Hall is described both 

as “Architecturally impressive, and as a key feature of the Memorial. 

As recently as the AWM’s Draft Heritage Management Plan 2019, the Anzac Hall was still given the same level of 

priority, in words identical with those used in the still extant 2011 Plan. 

But, curiously, and as revealed by Katie Burgess in “the Canberra Times”,  that Draft Revised Plan has mysteriously 

vanished from the AWM website; and the discrepancy between the still-extant wording of the 2011 Heritage 

Management Plan – and the total destruction of that architecturally and heritage-significant building that now exists 

there and its replacement by some ware-house-like gargantuan grotesquerie – is not the sort of oxymoron-in-action 

that the Australian War Memorial is prepared either to recognize or address.   

 

In conclusion and in essence: I submit that in terms of its gross array of proposed and unacceptable Heritage Impacts 

– along with all those other negative aspects raised in the scores of submissions to the parallel PWC consultation – 

the present proposal of the Australian War Memorial must not be permitted to proceed any further. 

 

R. J. Macgregor 

DEAKIN ACT 2600 

rmacgregor@internode.on.net  

 

 

mailto:rmacgregor@internode.on.net
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